Professor’s book analyzes Africa, see page 4

Edwards lambasts
U.S. foreign policy
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Democrat calls plan a ’bad decision’
By Jeff Barbosa
Rep. Don Edwards, 1)-San Jose. bitterly denounced
President Reagan’s foreign policy Wednesday. and said
Democrats have many issues to use against him in the
1984 election.
Edwards. first elected to Congress in 1962. criticized
Reagan’s approach to the Soviet Union during an interview at his district office in Fremont.
"I think there is a very serious deteriorating situation, and very much to the discredit of Ronald Reagan,"
Edwards said.
"Eisenhower was able to deal with the Russians,
Nixon. Ford. Carter too, but Reagan can’t seem to deal
with them at all." he said. "He’s suppose to have great
negotiating skills. I think it’s really appalling that he is
unskilled at dealing with the Russians."
Calling the administration’s plan to deploy Persching It and cruise missiles in West Germany this December a "bad decision," Edwards said the United States
should negotiate with the Soviet Union to gel their missiles out and work for a nuclear freeze.
He said the new missiles are "provaeative," because
once they are deployed they could reach the Soviet Union
in six or seven minutes.
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Edwards is also opposed to Reagan and the majority
of his congressional colleagues concerning U.S. policy
toward Lebanon. Congress recently passed a resolution
allowing the Marines to stay in Lebanon for an additional
18 months. Edwards voted against the resolution.
"I didn’t want to give Reagan a blank check for 18
months." he said.
"It had the smell of a Gulf of Tonkin Resolution," he
added, referring to the 1965 resolution that plunged the
United Slates deeper into the Vietnam War.
"We shouldn’t have one of the two superpowers
there," he said. "It’s very explosive to have either Russians or Americans in a tinderbox area like the Middle
East."
Edwards. who visited Nicaragua and El Salvador
durinng the summer, said Reagan is allowing the CIA to
build up bases in Honduras to support the left-wing Contras trying to overthrow the Sandinista government in
Nicaragua.
"The CIA is supplying airplanes to the mercenaries.
both in Honduras and Costa Rica. and it’s a deteriorating
situation," he said.
continued on page 8

Former university officer
faces November jury trial

Kathryn lizzartb,
Paid Blot 6 serenades a noon -time audience in the S.U. Amphil heater. Using
back-up tapes Mote sounded like he had

back-up singers. He has performed in local
bat’s for the past three years, and toured
wit It Pure Prairie League.

By Ken Leiser
Eric Zeno. the former University Police officer charged with running a house of prostitution, will
face a jury trial Nov. 9 in San Jose
Municipal Court.
At Wednesday’s pretrial hearing. Dan Coker, a deputy district attorney for Santa Clara County, said
he believed there was enough evidence, based on the police report, to
obtain a conviction.
If convicted..Zeno faces a maximum penalty of $500 and/or six
months in jail for each charge. The
charges, renting a room for the purposes of prostitution and keeping or
residing in a disorderly house are
both misdemeanors.
Zeno, who was employed by the
University Police at the time of his
arrest, was dismissed Sept. 2, said
Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer. Lunsford said it
would be illegal to discuss Zeno’s
employment status because it is a
personnel matter.
At the hearing, Zeno’s attorney.

Erie Zeno
. . ,faces trial
Michael Hutnik, attempted to get
the case dismissed.
Coker said Zeno was not willing
to enter a plea, so a date for a jury
trial was set.
Zeno and his defense attorney
could not be reached for comment.
Zeno, 26, was cited July 8 at his
two-story condominium, for which

he was listed as the primary tenant.
while a San Jose Police Department
undercover officer was conducting%
prostitution investigation there.
He pleaded innocent at his July
15 arraignment.
According to the police report,
Officer Gary Hirata arrived at the
residence after answering an ad
that appeared in Spectator Magazine. Hirata was then solicited by
Donna Mae Littlemoon. 18, who was
arrested on a misdemeanor charge
of prostitution.
Hirata then searched the house
and found Zeno in another room.
A trial date for Littlemoon has
not been confirmed.
Zeno had allegedly been subletting two rooms to Melvin Richard
Miller. who was arrested on felony
charges of pimping and has a pretrial date set for Jan. 3.
University Police would not confirm Zeno’s dismissal until recently
and President Gail Fullerton refused comment at her two press conferences this semester.

IBM donates computers for instructional workshops
By Luther Mitchell
What does one do with 15 personal computers?
The SJSU Instructional Technology Department
knows.
The department received a grant from IBM consisting of 15 personal computers and the necessary software.
The computers, which consist of one color monitor,
one double-disk drive and one printer. cost $4,000 each.
The department is also receiving $10,000 in support
money and $15,000 worth of software.
Instructional Technology is a department in the
basic credential program for beginning teachers at either the elementary or secondary levels.
It instructs teachers how to design instructional
materials, particularly audiovisual types, such as tapes
and overtransparencies.

110%1
work with beginning students and
heavily into computer literacy for those who don’t know
computers. A graduate program is also offered for those
that are involved in schools and industry.

The department is working with the Santa Clara Teacher Education and Computer Center as teacher-training institutions for the Bay Area and Northern California.
Pepperdine university and the Los Angeles County
Tech Center are the training institutions for the Southern
California area.
SJSU and the TEC Center are each working with
seven local schools, mostly high schools. to give students
a basic knowledge of computers.
The schools, together with 12 teacher-training institutions in California, Florida. and New York, have re -

Enrollments declining in
state’s junior colleges
SACRAMENT() AP) Student
enrollment at California’s financially strapped community colleges
dropped about 8 percent this fall,
and further declines are expected in
the spring semester, according to a
statewide survey conducted by the
chancellor’s office.
Chancellor Gerald Hayward
said Wednesday the study of enrollment trends at 20 of the state’s 106
community colleges suggests that
statewide enrollments are down
about 100.000 students from last
fall’s total of 1.3 million.
Hayward said 15 colleges examined in the survey cited "negative

publicity about community college
funding and the uncertainty about
tuition" as a contributing cause of
the decline.
The survey reported that the enrollment drop. Hayward said, was
also due to:
A reduction in course offerings, especially in evening classes
An improved economy, which
gives some students less incentive to
seek job training
A new statewide academic
probation policy which requires colleges to drop students whose grades
fall below a C average for two consecutive semesters.

eeived some 1,500 IBM Personal Computers with
software. Each of the states has major IBM facilities
that can provide technical support to the program, whose
purpose is to help the secondary schools determine how
to derive maximum benefit from the introduction of computers into their curricula.
The program has two aspects. First, leachers are
being taught how to use computers and how toleach the
use of computers effectively.
Second, since returning to their schools, the leachers
are teaching students how to use computers.
Harold Hailer, Chairmen of the Instructional Technology Department Chairman, said that working with
and conducting workshops for the schools are the department’s immediate intentions.
"We are running seven computer classes at this moment." said Hailer. "For the next three weeks a series of

workshops for the campus deans and secretaries will
also be run."
IBM retained Educational Testing Service of Princeton, New Jersey, to assist in the selection process for
both the teacher-training facilities and the participating
secondary schools.
"Once IBM gave out the money they told ETS that it
was their job to select the schools," said Hailer. "IBM
said ETS was going to make the final selection of the high
schools but they wanted our recommendations."
Teaching of secondary school teachers and delivery
of the computers took place over the summer.
SJSU ran a four week workshop for five teachers
from each of the seven schools. Barbara Lapossa and
James Cabeceiras, who had a special Iwo week
workshop at Princeton in early June, taught the
workshop.

Most SJSU homosexuals remain in closet
By Karin Kiessling
Editor’s note: Karin Kiessling wrote this
article for a newswriting class during the
spring, 1983 semester.
"But shc seems so normal..."
The words stung in Sally Springer’s mind as
she cringed and exiled the locker room.
Two weeks earlier the 21 -year-old SJSU
sophomore’ had finally stopped pretending.
"I’m a lesbian," the petite, hazel -eyed
blonde told her female roommates. To her surprise, they had already guessed that she was a
lesbian although two of them now looked away.
The third. Martha (whose name is changed
here as are some others, was not horrified, hut
insulted: What had Sally felt she had to hide?

Did she think people too immature or narrow
minded to understand?
"You just can’t understand what it is for me
to come out," Springer told Martha. "It means
everyone’s going to know I’m different." Then.
glancing at her other two roommates, Springer
said. "I’m different, but I’m not lying about it
anymore. I’m o.k., really o.k."
For a homosexual to "come out " open1:.,
acknowledge his or her sexual orientation, is an
emotional experience that is difficult to compare with other human emotions
According to many homosexuals, there is a
feeling of relief, and of belonging to a community after a long period of isolation.
"Even though I face a lot of rejection, a part

it me Isn’t tossing anymore.’’ Springer said I
don’t have as many friends as I used to, but I
still have friends."
Springer’s friend Martha, for instance, said
she has learned to look at things from a gay
perspective something she had never thought
about before.
"Sally has a lot of courage," said Martha
However, the majority of homosexual students at SJSU have not had the courage to come
out.
According to state statistics, one out of
every 15 people is homosexual.
Fall, 1983 enrollment at SJSU is about
25.000. This means about 1,666 students here are
continued on page 8
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Cramming, midterm style
It’s the time of semester when everybody is a
straight "A" student and nobody’s skills at intellectual
regurgitation have been put to the test.
A midterm test, that is.
Yes folks, its midterm time again. That inevitable,
unavoidable period of high-stress and heavy coffee consumption is here once again.

Yet. like many students, lam guilty of procrastinating when it comes to daily reading assignments and
homework.
And why not?
There are so many legitimate distractions in the
world that studying not only becomes secondary it’s
downright impossible.
For instance, every week this semester, I have
opted to postpone any serious studying to the weekend.
Again I ask why not?
After all, the weekend is comprised of two free days
in which a person can take care of his or her business.
Not true.
Friday nights are absolutely out of the question. It is
the night in which I unwind after a week of classes and
newswriting. A couple of beers and the company of a
few friends are necessities.
Saturdays are spent either la ) recovering from Friday night and/or ibi watching "Abbott and Costello"
movies and re-runs of "American Sportsman."
Sundays are even more intense.

I wake up at 10 a.m. sharp, taking great care not to
miss the first game of the "NFL Doubleheader." There
I sit in front of the TV set, popping pretzels and drinking
diet soft drinks until the final whistle blows at 4 p.m.
So my total studying lime has dwindled down to the
waning hours of Sunday night and, alas, another week
end has bit the dust.
How could I have been so foolish to waste another
two days of prime studying opportunity?
Am I a spineless jellyfish of a human being who
cannot budget my invaluable time well enough to allot
just a couple of days to my academic responsibilities?
Na h.
Instead. I like to think of myself as a busy individual
in the modern world who must inadvertently set strict
priorities. After all, everybody must set aside some
time to their vices.
As long as there is a tomorrow, there is plenty of
time.
But suddenly it is tomorrow and there’s not enough
time.
What is sometimes referred to as cramming becomes full-scale panic. Coffee becomes the necessity as
the body yearns for more caffeine.
The morning sun peers menacingly through the window. The day has arrived.
For one hour, the mind goes through convulsions as
the information is pumped I() the quivering quill. Concepts, formulas and dates that were unknown to me just
a day earlier, spurt from the pen onto the the bluebook
and leave an obvious question in my jelly-like mind.
How?
Ideas that will clutter my memory for the rest of my
life, and some that will never surface again, have come
together in "the a ngwer."
When the test is finally over, one can only recline
and wait for next week’s midterm.
And why not?
There’s always the weekend.
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The Forum page is your page. The Daily encourages readers’
comments or, any topic. The viewpioints expressed in opinion
articles are thc:k of the author. Editorials appearing on this page
are the opinion of the Spartan Daily.

Pub people watching, from the inside looking out
The heat MA late September afternoon. had compelled me to se& refuge in the cgol confines of the Pub.
A cold, cold ( pint o’) beer and a comfortable chair offered the only acceptable relief from the acute dryness
in my throat, and the ache in my feet.
So I sat, pint in hand, in my customary seat by the
window. The shade, the beer, and the prospect of some

John Venturino
Staff Wider

good people watching combined to improve my outlook
immeasurably.
I was soon joined by my chief adviser and fellow
people-watching enthusiast, infinitely wise artist -psychologist -metaphysician, the Bulldog. Through an extended and rigorous mind-expansion program, the Bulldog has gained remarkable insight into a tremendous
range of subjects that simply never occur I() the common mind.
It was 12:20 p.m. and the parade of people moving
between classes was about to begin. The Bulldog and I
took long pulls on our respective elixirs, (against my
stern counsel that they cause cancer, cavities and
creeping conditionalism, among other maladies, the
Bulldog drinks wine coolers) we put our feel up and
prepared for the show about to begin.

Soon.. the slow, steady stream of three and four
stragglers at a time would be flooded by the outpouring
of students from their 11:30 classes. And a healthy percentage of them would pass directly in front of us in our
oaken box seats. The Bulldog and I were in the peoplewatching garden spot of the universe, and we revelled in
the fact.
It was at precisely 12:23 p.m. when the Bulldog
posed an intriguing question, a veritable cruise missile
which threatened to destroy the very foundation of our
pastime. We ceased our revelry and pondered in earnest. If we couldn’t satisfactorily resolve the question,
our careers as Pub people-watchers might soon end.
He posed the question as a true philosopher would,
in the form of a metaphor. Were we. the Bulldog mused,
as people-watching fish through the glass wall of an
aquarium, or were we, in fact, the fish, silting in the
tank, scrutinized by Pub passersby? The watchers. or
the watched, it was a haunting proposition.
The thought that we might be the ones on display
sent a chill down my spine. I had always based my
people watching on the premise that it was me doing the
watching, that I was on the outside of the lank observing
the fish, who were there to provide my entertainment. It
was a safe, comfortable, observation post, well -insulated from the threat of incoming scrutiny.
We sat in silence, as the wheels of reason grinded
away in our minds. Troubled, I got up for another pint to
grease the gears a bit. When I returned a few minutes
later I found the Bulldog observing as before, searching
for some empirical evidence to resolve our dilemma for
better or worse. I took my seat and glared intently.
As the minutes waned and the people passed, we
observed an amazingly diverse cross section of human-

ity. A squatty Asian with a computer on his belt hurried
through the throng, hoping for a front -row seal in his
upcoming cybernetics class. In his rush he bumped a
very tall, bearded bum who was stopped on the edge of
the grass talking to himself.
A slight Hispanic girl in black Ben Davis’s and a
Santana t -shirt dropped a pair of heavy-framed shades
over her eyes and popped her gum furiously. She
glanced over her shoulder as a threesome of poloshirted sorority girls burst into laughter.
A woman wearing a paisley-print skirt, a crocheter;
camisole and Birkenstock sandals pushed a child in a
stroller. The sorority girls parted to let her pass. A mildmannered giant of a bodybuilder followed, politely turning his door-wide shoulders so as not to knock anyone to
the pavement unintentionally.
After about 20 minutes of silent contemplation I
turned to the Bulldog. Much to my relief he had a knowing look in his eyes telling me my hopes were confirmed.
We had both come to the same conclusion.
As we watched, we noticed very few people actually
looking toward the Pub windows as they passed, and the
ones that did would quickly look away. An uneasy expression would appear on their faces, and their strides
would quicken slightly.
They were in fact acutely aware they were being
watched as they passed and the idea made them uncomfortable.
It was just as the Bulldog and I knew it should he.
We grinned and returned to our revelry as we continued
our watching. A tall, fetching brunette strutted past,
causing the Bulldog to froth visibly at the mouth. She
glanced casually, frowned digustedly, and strutted on.
All was well in the Pub.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Ode to the Cushman
Editor:
This is to all who say Cushmans are rotten
and by talking them down feel soo cool:
State any alternatives you wish to propose
otherwise shut up and listen you fools.
I’ve seen too many letters
about these poor little carts,
and although writing poetry
is obviously not my art,
I’d like to add
a line or two
on behalf of the
Cushman drivers’ crew.
For without the endeavors
of these khaki -clothed men
and their Cushman’s tenuous whine
(although some call it grim)
the walks of our institution
would no doubt be lined
with the trash their conspiring

foes leave behind.
And without these transports
to carry men and their tools
who would fix all the lights,
clean the pool, paint the school?
To the Cushman let us be true!
And turn our minds to worthier subjects
such as the threat
of nuclear war
or U.S. involvment
in El Salvador.
Karl Ensign
Journalism
sophomore

Daily’s choice of words
draws dormitory complaints
Editor:
Washburn hall held a fund-raising activity called
"Valet for a Day." Those who participated volunteered
their personal services for a day to the highest bidder

by Berke Breathed
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It is extremely regrettable that, due to misinformation, the Daily called it "Slave for a Day" in a picture
caption.
We extend our apologies to everyone who found the
caption in the Daily offensive and we regret that we
allowed our activity to be misinterpreted.
Sharon Farley
Washburn hail Activities Council
Richard l.auderda If’
WaShhUrn tiall 11(‘Sitil’Ilt Xdv iS1.1’
.10 Stuart
Washburn Ilall
The Residents of Washburn

Reader criticizes columnist’s
comments on campus Christians
Editor:
In reference to Craig Carter’s Oct. 10 column.)
It is obvious from your column in Monday’s issue of
the Daily that you are as ignorant as the person who
wrote the phone number on the wall.
I am praying for you.
Russell Corona
Accounting
senior

Letters
All letters must bear the writer’s name, signature,
major, phone number and class standing. The phone
number is for verification purposes, and will not be
printed.
Letters can be delivered to the Daily, upstairs in
Dwight Bentel Hall, or at the information center on the
first/100r of the Student Union.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit letters
for length, grammar and libel.
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Talkman
How do you think
murderer Archie Fain,
paroled Oct. 4, should
have been punished?
Asked by the Women’s Gym.
It should be life with rut parole, so he wouldn’t
have the chance to go kill
somebody else.
11exander Lien
Electrical Engineering
senior

I think he should ho
been executed.
People
complain about tax dollars
going to the prisons, and
who are we taking care of?
Murderers and rapists. I’m
not saying that everybody
in jail is like that, but why
should we pay money to
clothe murderers and rapists and then put them out
in society where they can
do the same thing again.
Linda Webb I
Education
graduate student

4,

I don’t think it’s just. It
seems like now he’s becoming a celebrity. Every
lime you turn the news on,
they’re talking about Archie Fain. The victim
should have some sort of
recourse under the present
legal system. I don’t think
he should have been pa
role&
Clarence Brown
Occupational Therapy
junior
I think if they are going
to parole him, they should
make him live right next
door to the parole board I
don’t think he should be
part of our society.
Lucienne Stevenson
Financial Ant
Business Office
staff member

They should probably
put him in a cell full of
angry, raped women with
clubs in their hands and
see how long he’ll last. And
then. If he lives, he can be
paroled.
Mike Tkaeheff
Journalism
iii (lillt
411111
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Sip a bit of Yeats with the Irish Meades
By Karen Woods
If you like celebrating Ireland a bit more
than the wearin’ of the green on St. Paddy’s
day, you way want to go to the poetry reading
"w tonight at Bin the San Jose Museum of Art.
Irish folktales and poetry by William Butler Yeats will be accompanied by the beat of
the bodhran, the traditional Irish drum. Ad-

mission is $4.
Yeats, who died in 1939, was the Nobel
prize winner of literature in 1923. He wrote
mostly of his homecountry, Ireland, and of
mythical and historical figures from the past.
The performers are an American husband and wife team of Irish descent, Erica
and Michael Meade, who will also read their

iris it poems Michael Meade is the principle
drummer, while Erica occasionally uses the
tambourine and other early musical instruments.
Both the Meades have performed extensively in the Northwest and Canada.

Erica Helm Meade, 29, has given a dramatic presentation of her original poems at

the University of San FranciM:11 and the
Michigan Poetry Conference, as well as storytelling at the Irish Festival in Seattle.
She received a Bachelor of Arts degree,
specializing in poetry and the expressive
arts, from Thomas Jefferson College in Michigan.
Michael Meade. 39, has played the Irish
drum at the Vancouver Folk Festival and the

Proceeds from event to aid the blind

New York, Seattle artists among those featured
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Another exhibition, in Gallery Two, features the work of the Fine Art Department’s
new faculty members. It will run until Oct.
30.
"Because of a lot of early retirements,
we were able to bring in part time instructors," said Prof. Steve French, associate
chair of the Fine Arts Department, who coordinated the exhibition.
"They’re all young artists working in the
area, " he said, adding that they were all
concerned with the painting and drawing of
figures.

Among the new faculty members are
SJSU graduates Marcia Briggs, Diane Olivier and Bob Semans.
During the marathon, the Student Union
Art Gallery will also be open. It features the
work of Jacques Moitoret, a professional artist from Seattle, Washington.
-The exhibit, titled "Big New Pictures of
Women," is composed of oil paintings and
collages of nude women. The exhibit began
Oct. Wand will run until Nov. 10.
Museums of San Jose participating in the
marathon include the San Jose Institution of
Contemporary Art, the San Jose Museum of
Art, the Works Gallery and the San Jose Art
Center.
The Saisset Museum of the University of
Santa Clara and the Triton Gallery in Santa
Clara will also be participating

Security adviser Clark
named Watt’s successor

Spartan Daily
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He will be at SJSU for a three day residency Oct. 26 to 28, and will present lecture
for students and the public Oct. 26 at 7 p.m. in
Art 133.
It will be followed by a reception in Gallery One, where Resnick’s work will be on

Rick Song
Patty Jam.
Debbie Hinkle

President Reagan yesterday
WASHINGTON (AP)
William P. Clark, his national security adviser
and "a God-fearing Westerner," to succeed James Watt
as secretary of the interior.
Clark, a longtime Reagan confidante, already is one
of the most powerful men in the administration. In moving from the national security post that put Henry A.
Kissinger and Zbigniew Brzezinski on the global stage,
Clark would appear to be taking a step down in all but
title.
But "He is a God-fearing westerner, a fourth generation rancher, a person I trust and I think he will be a great
secretary of the interior," Reagan said.
The president made the stunning announcement at
the end of a talk to women leaders of Christian religious
organizations. White House officials earlier had talked of
a "really long" list of contenders for the interior post, and
virtually no one had mentioned Clark as being on it.
According to deputy press secretary Larry Speakes,
Reagan didn’t even tell his inner circle of advisers he was
considering Clark until just hours before revealing the
decision publicly. Speakes said Clark hadn’t asked for the
job; "It was the president’s idea."
Clark, 52, said he was "pleased and honored that the
president has expressed his confidence in me by this nomination, and look forward to continuing my service to him
and this administration."
Senate Majority Leader Howard Baker Jr. of Tennessee said he was confident Clark would be confirmed.
But the environmental community criticized the appointment and expressed bewilderment that Reagan
would choose someone with no apparent background in
conservation issues.
"It is a preposterous appointment and an insult to the
American environment," said Willaim Turnage, executive director of the Wilderness Society. "It is the third
time that President Reagan has appointed Mr. Clark to a
job for which he has no apparent qualifications ... The
appointment apparently is being made as a sop to the
extreme right wing of the Republican Party."
Geoff Webb, with Friends of the Earth, said, "He
knows about as much about endangered species as he
does about Angola."
Said Carl Pope, political director for The Sierra Club:
"We’re dumbfounded."
There was instant speculation that U.N. Ambassador
flamed

Jeane Kirkpatrick would be named to succeed Clark in
the national security job. Sen. Daniel P. Moynihan, DN.Y., quipped that "I congratulate Jeane Kirkpatrick"
when asked his reaction to the Clark appointment.
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The Associated Students
and

BUDWEISER
invite you to the

1983 HOMECOMING

TAILGATE PARTY
* Gate Opens at 2 p.m.
(eastfield

OPEN
7 DAYS A WEEK
EVENINGS M

SAN JOSE
1154 SARATOGA AVE

YOUR BSN IS WORM AN
OMER’S COMMISSION
IN THE ARMY.
Your BSN means you’re a professional. In the Army, it also
means you’re an officer. You start as a full-fledged member of our
medical team. Write: Army Nurse Opportunities,
P.O. Box 7713, Burbank, CA 91510.

ARMY NURSE CORPS.
BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

10th St.)

* Bands Start at 3 p.m.
Borderline, and
Runaway Boys
(courtesy of Budweiser)

earned him the title of
"number one college performer in the Bay Area"
by Glen Lovel of the San
Jose Mercury News.

* Game Starts at 7 p.m.
Against Fullerton

"Loose Ends" plays at
8 p.m., Oct. 14, 15, 20, 21,22
and at 2:30 p.m. on Oct. 19.
Tickets are $5 and $6 for
general admission and $3
and $3.50 for students and
seniors. For more information call 277-2777.

* Student Car Passes $1.00
Available at A.S. Office
Starting Friday at 3p.m.
Funded by Associated Students

From Italy to San Jose

Carlo & Lidia America’s
PIZZA JACKS
The best Sicilian and Italian Pizza recipe in Northern California
Precious Cheeses and Precious Products Used Exclusively

296-5777
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’Loose Ends’ opens
at SJSU tonight
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put the proceeds toward chairwoman for Delta
By Eric Hermstad
Who will be the next braille
typewriters
or Gamma.
braille encyclopedias for
"We’re trying to supMr. Anchor Splash?
port sorority and fraternity
Delta Gamma’s 2nd use at SJSU.
Mr. Anchor Splash, the participation and relaannual Anchor Splash begins at 11 am tomorrow in contestant who contributed tions," said Heather Johnthe
most to the event, will son, Delta Gamma public
the SJSU men’s gym pool.
Proceeds from the event be crowned during a home- relations director
will go to Sight Conserva- coming tailgate party.
tion and Aid to the Blind, a Last year, Scott Dempster
non-profit sorority organi- won the title.
The sorority members
zation.
Eight fraternities will have been wearing sailor
compete in a variety of hats to promote the event.
"water Olympic" type of The participating fraternievents, including relay ties competed to collect
races, races with shoes on, hats for points.
races with sweatshirts on,
With
the
Anchor
synchronized
swimming Splash, "we want everyone
(water ballet t, races with to have a good time and
a frisbee clutched between have the event grow as big
participants’ knees, and an as it is at other campuses,"
event called the tazmanian said Kim Tarter, activities
yoohoo.
The tazmanian yoohoo
involves contestants paddling across the pool while
screaming yoohoo.
The sorority hopes to
SALES
raise between $2,500 and
$3,000, with most of the revSERVICE
enues coming from adverREPAIRS
tising sales for a booklet
which will be distributed
on Saturday.
408-267-1612
10 SPEED
Admittance to the
BMX
Anchor Splash will cost 50
4(552 earl Ave., San Jose
cents.
TOURING
The sorority plans to

A Republican source said, however, that Reagan’s
new special envoy to the Middle East, Robert C. McFarlane, could be in line for the position. McFarlane and Mrs.
Kirkpatrick both were at the White House earlier yesterday, but neither could be reached immediately for comment.
Watt said Thursday that President Reagan’s selection of William P. Clark to succeed him "couldn’t be a
better appointment, in my judgment."
Watt, speaking briefly to news reporters outside the
headquarters of the Campus Crusade for Christ in the San
Bernardino Mountains, called Clark, "a fantastically fine
guy."

"Loose Ends," the
bittersweet love story of a
couple who can’t live with
or without each other,
opens in the SJSU University Theater tonight at 8
p.m. and will continue
through Oct. 22. This play,
considered a tour de force
for performers, traces a
relationship
couple’s
through the decade of the
’70s.
Daniel Touris will play
the part of Paul, one half of
the couple featured in
"Loose Ends." Touris’
roles at SJSU include his
devasting performance as
Alan in Equus, which

The presentation is sponsored by the San
Jose Poetry Center, whose director, Naomi
Clark, is an SJSU English instructor.

Frats tread water
at anchor splash

South Bay Area Art Marathon
will include campus galleries
By Karen Woods
The SJSU Art Department will be a busy
place this Sunday.
The galleries in the Art building will be
participating in the South Bay Area Art Marathon, in which museums throughout the
area will have open house from noon to 5 p.m.
"The marathon was meant to get the
community involved in art, to have a fun outing," said Erica Vegter-Kubic, SJSU gallery
director.
New exhibitions opening Sunday in the
Art building include one by Milton Resnick, a
painter of the abstract whose work, according to Kubic, "is all about color and gesture."
"The canvas is covered with undulating
paint, on which he has mixed, blended all
colors," Kubic said.
Resnick, 66, emigrated from Russia in
1923 and settled in New York City.

Seattle Folk Festival.
Meade received a Bachelor of Arts degree in English literature, specializing in
drama and poetry at St. Johns University in
New York.

Free Banquet Room Facilities
(Up to 50 People)

,
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??14 kinds of sandwiches
Steak Sicilian style
go
Sausage
40 Meatball
Ravioli
RW" Lasagna
Spaghetti

a
-

Professional Belly Dancers
& Arabic Musicians
Videoscope Movies

Rigatoni

(.3,1
IP

Fettuccini
Veal Scallopini
Veal Parmigiana
Veal Cutlet Milanese
Veal Bell Peppers
Veal Mushrooms
susrs,

e

294-1644
Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 10:30-Midnight
Fri -Sat. 11-2 Sun 3 -Midnight

14451oup()N
OF BEER
PITCHER
FREE
with large pizza $10
All ft

I

2 FREE GLASSES OF BEER
with medium pizza $8

1 FREE GLASS OF BEER
with small pizza $6

PIZZA JACK’S
1468 So 1st Street San Jos* 294-1644
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Campus author goes to Africa, comes back with book

SJSU history professor Ilarry Gailey

By Gail Taylor
"Who are the Africans?’
SJSU history professor Harry Gailey has answers
for this and other quest ions.
In his latest book, "Africa: Troubled Continent,"
SJSU history professor Harry Gailey
outlines the
major problems facing Africa and analyzes the continent.
Allowing traditional Africans to rule in a land that is
becoming increasingly Westernized is one of the major
problems affecting African society today, Galley said.
Galley has been studying the African continent for
25 years. His latest trip to Africa took place this past
summer. He was one of the American participants who
was chosen by the U.S. information service, and sent
overseas to discuss a variety of subjects with African
leaders.
"I was sent to Africa very largely because of the
number of books I have written (a total of loon Africa,."
Gailey said.
The lour, which lasted over a month, allowed him to
take part in presentations to high level agencies in or
outside the government responsible for economic affairs.
In a recent interview. Gailey highlighted some of the
major points brought out in his latest book.
When Africans began to govern themselves following independence from European powers, Western -educated leaders began to rule the continent. "forcing a set
of systems of government on the traditional peoples of
Africa that is unusual." Gailey said.
"The majority of the people are unsure of their government, they’re not comfortable with it," Gailey said.
The traditional Africans. people who are ruled by

A ’child’ wrecks havoc
upon a helpless world
By John Venturino
It is an incorrigible child, with a whole
planet to wreak havoc in.
Such a child can tear an entire family
apart. Likewise. "El Nino" is causing
death and destruction all over the g Ake.
California.where last winter’, torrential rains took hundreds of lives and destroyed millions of dollars worth of properly, has certainly been no exception.
Strangely, as it deluged us. "El Nino"
was causing droughts in Panama and
South Africa.
But the child iss not always the delinquent it recently has been.
The name "El Nino" was coined by
Peruvian fishermen it translates into
"the Christ Child"). It refers to a regular
flow of warm ocean water out of the Northern Hemisphere that floods over the normally cold water off the coast of Peru and
pushes the ocean surface temperature up
6 I() 8 degrees.
The phenomenon usually occurs for
about three weeks just. before Christmas.
The fishermen. whose principal batch is
cold water anchovy, are forced to lake a
holiday while the anchovy move out of the
warm water lo colder, nutrient -rich
water.
But the holiday has turned into an extended sabbatical, as the current "El
Nino" has lasted since March 1982.
The warm water is piling up off the
South American coast and moving north,
raising water temperatures from the Galapagos to the Farallons. The normal average water temperature off Santa Cruz is
58 degrees. This summer it has been
nearly 65.
The warm water moving up from the
south brings with it moist tropical air
the breeding ground of hurricanes and
tropical :dorms.
Recent cloudbursts in the area have in
fact been the northern edges of tropical air
masses. The brunt of a recent storm piled
full force into Southern California, dumping record amounts of rainfall, causing
two tornadoes and extensive property
damage.
Without the current "EL Nino" condition, it is unlikely such a storm would hit
California.

Meteorology professor Robert Read,
at SJSU since 1961. is a specialist in biomeleorology, the study of the relation between life forms and atmospheric conditions.
"El Nino" is of particular interest to
Read because of its profound effects on all
varieties of life on the planet.
In our area, the most obvious of such
effects has been the total disruption of the
normal fisheries, much to the chagrin of
commercial fishermen, but somewhat ot
boon lo sportsmen.

village heads instead of the Western -educated people,
make up the majority of the people, according to Galley.
"The Western -educated Africans, who spoke so
glowingly about ’freedom and the necessity for Africans
to be free,’ have clamped down rules that are much
harsher than any of the( colonial governments they had.
had.- he said.
Galley’s interest in Africa began when he was a
graduate student at UCLA. He was sent to Africa as a
graduate student because he was a British Empire specialist with an emphasis on Africa.
After receiving his Ph.D. he began his teaching
career. He has been leaching at SJSU since 1962 and is
also coordinator of the African Studies progam.
The chief problem which plagues Africa, according
to Gailey is political instability caused mainly from the
heavy amount of corruption throughout the continent.
Because of the instability. the African people are not
getting the help they need, Gailey said.
If there is governmental instability, then "it doesn’t
make any difference what kind of government you
have." Galley said. "Economically, the people aren’t
going to be able( to survive."
African society is not getting help mainly in the area
of urbanization. Gailey said, The overcrowding of cities
has led to agricultural problems, drought, and the overpopulation of animals on a limited amount of land.
The burgeoning population growth, increasing three
percent each year. has caused a lack of food, employment and education. Galley added.
Gailey is pessimistic about the future of Africa.
Africa is extremely poor right now, with practically
no industry, and in 25 years, the population will have
doubled, Galley said.

"Multiple marriages is the tradition." he said. "A
man is measured not only by the wealth he has, but by
the number of children he has."
To attack the population problem is to go right to the
core of many African societies and Gailey said no western educated politician wants to tackle that problem.
"Unless someone wants to tackle it. nothing is going
to be done about it. And if nothing is done about it. you’re
going to have a continuous worsening of every segment
of the economy of Africa." he said.
Gailey feels it is primarily left up to politicians in
Africa because now ills hard for outside researchers lo
do work in Africa.
African research is drying up in this country and
elsewhere because of two reasons, according to Galley.
One reason is the lack of funds available to scholars
and the other is the fact that it is very difficult for researchers to enter the continent.
Galley described a time when he was going to set up
a U.S. studies department at one of the colleges but he
couldn’t because he was unable to get a Visa for his
family.
"Some of the Africans feel that they (the researchers) are robbing them of their heritage if you go there
and investigate." Gailey said.
Gailey has slowed down all his major research with
Africa right now because of the difficulities, and he has
no "driving incentive" to continue to write books on
Africa because of the low interest shown in this area.
The low interest is reflected in the African Studies
Program itself
students are not supporting the
classes, according to Gailey.
Nevertheless, the devoted history professor continues to teach and stand behind his program.

a

HOW WOULD YOU
LIKE TO HAVE THESE
GUYS HANGING AROUND
YOUR ROOM?

According to Read, "El Nino" has indirectly caused a shift in the normal northwest winds that blow off the west coast,
moving surface waters and allowing for
the upwelling of cold. nutrient -filled water
from the depths.
Salmon, squid and anchovy, the principal catches in west coast waters, rely on
this upwelling for survival, as it provides
the initial link in the oceanic food chain.
The ,lack of northwest winds has
stopped ’the’ upwelling process: consequently, the squid and anchovy are starving. When squid and anchovy starve. so do
seals and seabirds.

g Wtam
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Chuck Hougen, a marine biologist for
California Department of Fish and Game,
has seen the number and variety of sea
mammals and birds drop significiantly in
the past year.
The vast herd of elephant seals that
breed at Ano Nuevo. 120 miles north of
Santa (’run suffered an extremely high
mortality rate among its offspring.
On the Farallon Islands. a wildlife refuge located six miles outside the Golden
Gale, seabirds such as inurres, shearwaters, auklets. and gulls have been unable
il/ breed, which is entirely due to the lack
of food. Mogen said.
Most of the Farallon breeding birds
have abandoned their nests and begun
their migrations early.
But what is disastrous for some often
()pens new opportunities for others
Salmon. squid and anchovy have been replaced by swordfish. bonito and barra
cuda .
Sportfishing party boats have been
doing a land office business as local anglers seek the rarely seen species.
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SUPERLEARNING
Increase your learning speed up to 50%!
Learn stress-reduction techniques!
Learn how to have a super memory!

ORDER YOUR
LITE ALL-STARS POSTER TODAY!
1983 LITE
ALL-STARS POSTER OFFER
ONLY $100

Thursday, Oct. 20
6 - 9:30 p.m.
Duncan
Hall 415

Enclosed is my check or money order
payable to "1983 Lite All -Stars Poster" for

Poster(s) (6 $1 00 each = S_
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To order your 1983 Lite All -Stars Poster, please fill in the following information

I

Please mail my order to:
NAME
ADDRESS

(4.po Soles)
CITY
STATE
ZIP
Mail this coupon with a check or money order for the total amount to:

$36

9. 499atinto

1983 Lite All-Stors Poster
P.O. Box 61325
D/FW Airport, TX 75261

(includes workbook)

Pre -registration in
DBH 1368 recommended.
Space limited.
Spiiiimirrd
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til Continuing Education. (408) 277-2182
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I
I
I

Please allow sic to eight weeks tor shipment Offer good only in U S A Void
where prohibited by law No product purchase necessary Price includes postage
and handling charges No cash credit cards, stamps, or C D ’s accepted
Offer expires December 31 1983
410725

PC-4

Miller Brewing Co Milwaukee WI
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Lady Spartans head north
to meet Cougars, Huskies
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Volleyball team tries to rebound from UOP loss
By John Ormsby
The SJSU women’s
volleyball
learn
heads
north this weekend for
Northern Pacific Conference matches with Washington and Washington
State.
The Lady Spartans,
who dropped a five-game
match to second-ranked
Pacific Tuesday. are not
likely to find the same
competition in Seattle or
Pullman. Both the Huskies
and the Cougars will face
SJSU with losing records.
Washington enters Friday’s match with a 7-15 record. According to sixthyear coach Steve Sullich,
the Huskies record is misleading.
"We’ve played on the
road quite a bit," Suttich
said. "and our performances in several tournaments has hurt our record."
Washington is 0-13 in
tournaments this year.
dropping six games in the
Oregon State Invitational,
four in the University of
Wyoming Invitational and
another three in Louisiana
State University’s tournament. The Huskies are 2-1
in NorPac play.
Washington is led by
six -foot -one Becky Stone.
The junior middle blocker
is leading her team in
blocks and kills. A good
prospect for the Huskies is
freshman Sue Darcey. The
6-2 outside hitter is Washington’s tallest player and
has worked her way into
the line up and "has improved greatly since the
season began," according
to Sultich.
Running the offense
From the setter position
will be either senior Stacy
Brittain, a transfer from
UCLA, or junior Kara
Hardesty.
Washington was hurt
by the loss of NorPac
standout Lynne Poelstra.
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Mandy McMahon displays her defensive for m

who was ruled academically ineligible. Poelstra
led the league in hitting
percentage, was second in
total kills and third in total
blocks.
Things
are
even
tougher in Pullman. where
Washington State is in the
midst of rebuilding the volThe
program.
leyball
school brought Jim Coleman to Washington State to
turn around a forgotten
progam.
Coleman has impressive volleyball credentials.
He coached the men’s
Olympic and Pan American teams in the late sixties and he is the only
American member of the
Volleyball
International
Rules Committee.
He has had moderate
success at best as the Cougars head coach. Washington Stale won only two
games in Coleman’s first
year as coach. The Cougars will enter Saturday
night’s match with a 1-14
record. Coleman’s team
lists only one senior on the
roster, and the Cougars
were further slowed by
early season injuries.

Coleman is hoping the
return of freshman outside

David Morgan
in Tuesday night’s match with LTOP.

Field hockey: The highly rated SJSU
field hockey team will play the Chico Stale
Wildcats in a rematch of an earlier 3-2 Spartan win.
Sunday. Oct. 16
Soccer: The Spartans put their 8-3-2 record on the line when they travel to Cal
State Long Beach in a 2:30 p.m. contest.
Monday. Oct. 17
Soccer: The Spartans will take on Westmont College in Santa Barbara in a 3:30
p.m. contest.
Tuesday. Oct. 18
Volleyball: The Lady Spartans will return home to face the Santa Clara Broncos
in Me Spartan Gym. The match begins .0
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tered. including Colorado
Gmernor Dick Lamm.
Race organizers are expecting approximately 500
entries for the race.
The runners will be divided into categories ranging from 17 to 60 and over.
The top three finishers in
each category will receive
plaques, while the first 100

"She’s been
much better

bookiiit

FARMER’S
INSURANCE
IS LOOKING FOR
COLLEGE
GRADUATES
NO. rOu Can iauncn a now, caret’
*Owe YKON yOui v.yent ,00
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own 1901,0
rOu to Wile yOur
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*rule yOu ,earn Start you wore,
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CONTACT:
K RUE K RUEGER

14081 249-818C

GRANDE PIZZERIA
$1.50 OFF
Any Size Pizza
Of Any Style

IISTAUIAN1

Only $2.25

GOOD
f000

For a Giant
Pitcher of Beer

( Buy Either OneGood Any Time)
150 E. San Carlos, S.J.
(By Men’s Gym)
292-2840
4-11 Sat. & Sun..
M-F
111-11
COUPONrnimNNE+

of

Joy E. Dina, BS
Audit Division, San lose Office
Alicia S. Laursen, BS
Tax Division, San lose Office
Brett M. Layton, BS
Tax Division, San lose Office

4

SAAS I
Sale

Mary Anne Maitland Wellman
Tax Division, San lose Office
99 Almaden Boulevard, San lose, CA 95113
(408) 998-2112

34.99

REC. 39.99

Presenting The

1983 Hornecoming
y7Mg

iTta_346N

Free
Back Pack

loll WI1H PURCHASE OF
ANY NIKE, PUMA, ADDIDA%
CONVERSE OR ANY OTHER
SPORT SHOE IN STOCK
OVER $20.00

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
DAVE AT (408) 738-6009

Coleman also relies
heavily on inconsistent
Bev
blocker
middle
Schaaf. The sophomore
had 27 kills in the Cougars’ ,
first three matches and
then went into a slump.

(FARMERS
4111SURAIICE
’4\ GROUP /..s
_.

to announce the following graduates
San lose State University have recently become
associated with our firm:

For more information
on the race call 294-7572.

ALL TYPES OF QUALITY BUILT
GYM EQUIPMENT
AT UNBEATABLE PRICES

hitters
Outside
Maryanne Rice and Laurie
showed !
have
Lamken
flashes of brillance at
times this season. Rice, a
junior, had 17 kills against ;
Montanna Slate earlier
this season. Lamken, .1
freshman, had 10 kills and
six digs in the same match

Paul K. Redd, BS
Audit Division, San lose Office
Lynne C. Soltz, BS
Audit Division, San lose Office

finishers will receive medals.
The race begins at the
corner of Park and Market
Streets in front of the Montgomery Threatre and will
be sponsored by Xebec and
Hamilton Avnel corporations.

NEW
COMPANY IN
SAN JOSE FROM
THE MILE HIGH CITY

"Our record might not
show it yet, but our program is improving."

We are pleased

$ ’Run for the Rep’ slated
for Sunday morning in S.J.
For those runners who
usually have to wait until
May for the Bay -to-Breakers before they can run in
an organized race. the San
Jose Repertory Theater
has the answer.
The Theater will be
holding the first "Run for
the Rep" 10-kilometer race
Sunday, Oct. 16. The race
is being organized by The
Winning Team the same
organization that handles
San Francisco’s famous
Bay-to-Breakers run.
Starting time will he
8:30 a.m. and runners can
0 register between 6 to 8 for a
fee of 01. This fee will include a T-shirt and a pass
tor one performance of the
San Jose Repertory Theater.
As of Thursday, 300
O runners had already regis-

"We’re still a couple
years away," said Coleman. "I planned on a couple of rebuilding years bea
produced
fore
we
winning progam. When I
came here I said I didn’t
expect miracles, but .1 do
expect improvement. 0

/ARTHUR
/ANDERSEN

7:30 p.m.
Wednesday. Oct. 19
Field Hockey: For the third time this
season, the Lady Spartans will lake on the
California Lady Bears. The Bears won the
First game 5-2 and SJSU rebounded for a 4-0
win in the finals of the Long Beach Invitational Ionia ment . The game at the south campus field will begin at 3 p.m.
Thursday. Oct. 20
l’olleyball: The Lady Spartans will take
to the road again this time to Tennesee to
lace the 14th ranked Lady Vols.
Golf: The Spartans, back from Japan,
compete in San Jose’s West Coast Invitational Tourna men! .

hitter Marjie Goddard will
bolster his team. Goddard
suffered severe sprains of
both ankles while sliding
into third base during a
summer softball game.

One bright spot for Co
leman has been the play iii
Nancy Lust, the lone senior
on the team. Lust started
every match for the Cou
gars and has played ever
position.

Spartan Schedule
Today
Volleyball: The Lady Spartans will try
to rebound from a tough five-game loss to
Pacific when they travel north to face the
Huskies.
Saturday. Oct. 15
Football: The Spartans will face Cal
State Fullerton in a crucial Pacific Coast
Athletic Association matchup. The Spartans
are 2-0 in conference, while the Titans are
the PCAA’s only other undefeated team
with a 3-0 mark. Kickoff time for the Homecoming Game is 7 p.m.
Volleyball: The Lady Spartans continue
their tour of the great northwest when they
lake iin the Washington Stale Cougars

man said. "She looks like
she’s returning to her early
season form."

’When I came here I said I didn’t
expect miracles, but I do expect
improvement. Our record might
not show it yet, but our program
is improving.’
Cougar coach Jim Coleman

EXPIRES OCT. 18, 1983

SAN JOSE
SHOE COMPANY
10th
& SANTA CLARA
998-9989
MUST PRESENT AD
AT TIME OF PURCHASE

Dance

Friday, October 14
9:00 p.m.MIDNIGHT
Union Ballroom
f4tudent
-1 Featuring
* live music by
"Eddie and the Tide"
and "State of Siege* hot dogs, soda, beer
* 24 admission
Funded by Associated Students
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SJSU booters edged by Cal Bears
Faulk leads ninth -ranked California to 2-1 win over Spartans
By John Ormsby
The SJSU soccer teams upset hid came
up one goal short Wednesday night The Spartans dropped a hard-fought 2-1 decision to the
ninth -ranked California Bears in San Rafael.
"I thought we played very well." Spartan
coach Juilius Menendez said. "If we could
have gotten that early goal. it might have
been a different story."
The chance for that early goal came just
a few minutes into the match. Tom Vischer,

making a suprise start at center forward instead of his usual midfield position, had a
breakaway. but six -foot -six goalkeeper
Henry Faulk stood his ground and slopped
Vischer’s I5-yard blast, and the Spartans
chance for an early lead was gone.
"That could have been a very important
goal." Menendez said. "II might have been a
different story if we could have forced them
to play catch-up."

Long Beach, Westmont take on
Spartan soccer team, 8-3-1
By John Ormsby
It’s once again time for the SJSU soccer
team to hit the road. The Spartans head
south this weekend for games against Long
Beach iSunday ) and Westmont Monday.) .
Long Beach enters the match with a 4-5
recnrd, and head coach Rene Bohne can
finally see the light at the end of the tunnel
after a disastrous campaign last season.
TN. 49ers finished 4-13-3 last year. and
Itohne has gone with his youngsters this season. with some promising results.
"I really don’t know much about them."
Spartan coach Julius Menendez said in reference to the 49ers. "I do know that they had
a lough season last year and are looking to
rebuild with slime young players."
"We’ve got nine freshmen on the roster.
and five have been starting," Bohne said.
Perhaps the 49ers’ best underclassman is
Chuck Smoot. The freshman midfielder has
two goals this season and leads the PCAA
with six assists.
Forwards Robert Grote and Nino Tagle
have teen carrying a good part of the scoring load for Long Beach. Grote. a sophomore, leads the team with six goals and
three assists. Tagle, an junior, has added
five goals and one assist.
Handling the goalkeeping chores for Ilw
49ers4as Ireshman Scott Sedlak. Sedlak gave
up six goals in the last game with United
Stales International University. but has
been steady most of the season. He has
given up 2:1 goals in the nine games and
recorded one shutout.

Bohm, has been pleased with his team’s
play in the last four games.
"We’re coming around," he said. "We
almost beat Santa Barbara last week a 4-3
overtime loss). and I think we can play with
anyone right now."
The Spartans would be advised to be
wary ol a talented Westmont side in Monday’s game. The Warriors are 5-2-2 under
first -year coach Bob Forlosis. Westmont,
playing in the NIA Division 3, does not shy
away from Division I schools either. They
have beaten Santa Clara (2-1), lost to LIC
Davis 3-2. and tied San Diego Slate 1-1 and
Stanford 1-1.
The Warriors are led by forwards Louie
Cuevas and Dan Pitcher. Freshman Phil
Coates will tend the goal.
"We have a young team, and were
rather small physically." Forlosis said,
"but we play with a lot of heart, and we’re
very aggressive."
Spartan coach Julius Menendez was on
hand last week to watch the Warriors battle
the Cardinal, amd the veteran coach knows
Westmont is for real.
"They’re not afraid of anyone." Menendez said. "They gave Stanford all they could
handle." Menendez was. especially impressed with the play of Coates.
"He is a good young keeper." he said.
"Stanford put a kit of pressure on him early
in the match, and he kept them in it with
some great saves.
"By the end of that match. they were
outplaying Stanford. They have a very solid
program."

It turned out to be the Spartans playing
catch-up. The Bears struck for a goal minutes
before halftime. Mike Deleray took advantage of a loose ball in front of the Spartan net.
The freshman emerged from the wild scramble and blasted a 10-foot shot that glanced off
Spartan keeper Filippo Mancini’s leg and into
the net.
The Bears struck for the game-winner in
an unusual way in the 69th minute. Bear
keeper Faulk hit a long goal kick that sailed
wo-thirds of the way down the field. The ball
bounced high over the Spartan defense. and
Rusty Lansford beat Mancini to the ball and
touched it into the net for a 2-0 lead. Faulk
was credited with an assist on the play.

Lady Spartan Coach Mark Gale said that despite the
length of the Tanakurade Densha Golf Course. it played
well.
"It was particularly long for the women because it
played about 300 yards longer than our longest course that
we play on here in the United Slates for women’s golf."
Gale said.
Gale said that the Japanese women’s teams still have
a kit to learn about the game. and that it was one of the
reasons why they invited some good U.S. teams.
"They wanted It) learn from us and set a goal for
themselves to strive for," he said.
Akiko Sugahi, who wound up with a 237, was the best
if the Japanese women. She hit the hall comparable to the
American players.
The experience that the Japanese women’s got in this
tournament should benefit them in future tournaments. In
fact, after the practice round on the first day, the Lady
Spartans look some of the Japanese girls aside and
showed them some new shots.
"Hopefully," Gale said. "next year in addition to the
tournament we will have a clinic."
Of the 12 men’s teams that competed. SJSU finished
in fourth place with 1,150 points. UCLA finished first with
1.128 points, Southern Cal finished second with 1,136
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The Spartans rallied for what Menendez
called a "beautiful goal" shortly before the
end of the match. Tom Vischer set up per teeny on a corner kick and put a 10-yard
header cleanly by the startled Faulk.
Menendez praised several of his players
for their efforts.
"Mancini played very well in goal," he
said. "I don’t think either of those goals were
his fault."
Mancini turned in the play of the game
when he stopped Faulk on a penally shot in
the second half. Cal coach Bill Coupe uses Ins
tall keeper on all the penalty shots. Faulk was
four-for-four in attempts going into the
match.
He came out of the match four-for-five.
Mancini, playing in front of family and
friends the attended Terra Linda High
School guessed correctly, dove to his right
and poked Faulk’s blast past the post.
"I had a hunch that Filippo would want lo
play in front of his friends, and he came
through with a strong performance," Menendez said. The coach plans to alternate his
keepers down south this weekend and then
make a decision for the University San Francisco game Oct. 22.
Menendez also praised fullback Joe
Boyle and forward Mark Mangano.
"Joe played a very active game, he
really ran hard." he said. "and Mark gave
me everything he had. He played very well
for about two-thirds of the game. He started
to tire and I had to take him out."
The coach grudgingly praised the Bears.
"They have a good side." he conceded,
"hut Fresno is just as tough. They (Cal)
might not he the ninth -best team in the nation.
"I thought we played well enough to win,
hut we didn’t get the breaks."

Lady golfers win Japan tourney,
Ann Walsh stars for Spartans
By Luther Mitchell
Last week’s Japan-USA Friendship Golf Tournament
could have easily been named after Ann Walsh.
The Lady Spartan set a course record with a blistering 71 performance the first day of competition to lead
SJSU womens’ team to a first place finish. She finished
the tournament at 223.
The Lady Spartans finished on top in the four-team
tourney with 1,185 points. Seijo University finished second.
Rounding out the Lady Spartan performances were
Ant() Manuli (second place, 2331. Nancy Brown (fourth
place, 2381. Liz Chiareli (fifth place. 245), Lisa Ipkendanz
(seventh place, 246), and Lisa Ferrante i tenth place, 259).
Of the four women’s teams that competed. SJSU finished
first with 1185 points. Seijo University finished in second
place.
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Tom Chandler
Spartan Glenn Lee, shown here against Cal last weekend, will lead
SJSU in this weekend’s meet at (al State Fullerton.

Runners to ‘low-key’ meet
SJSU’s men’s cross country coach
Marshall Clark is looking forward to Halloween.
But before Clark takes his team to
visit Cal State Fullerton the weekend of
Oct. 29 for a Pacific Coast Athletic Association meet, the runners will have to get
through this weekend’s Cal Invitational al
Golden Gate Fields.
"This is a good race for us." Clark
said of the 8,000 meter race. "It’s just
under five miles and that ought tithe good

lit
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training."
The race will consist of hard and soft
surfaces grass and asphalt or cement.
"I hope it’s not like Scotland," Clark
said. "There they run on a hard surface
and then a really soft, mushy surface.
That can he a big adjustment for the
guys."
Although only five schools will cornpele in the "low-key meet," Clark said. "it
will be good for the spectators since they
can watch the entire race."

points, and highly talented Nihon University finished
fourth with 1,148 points.
The top SJSU men’s finishers included Dan Caghlin
with an eighth place standing and 228 points and Carl
Lundquist and Greg Von Thaden who tied for ninth place
with 229 points. Masahi Shimoi of Nihon finished first with
218 points.
Spartan men’s coach Jerry Vrisim feels that some ot
the Japanese teams could use some improvement.
"Outside of Nihon, which led the tournament, the
other teams still have a long way to go." Vroom said.
In addition to the golf, the learns enjoyed the trip and
found it to be a valuable learning experience.
"We loved it all," said Gale. "We learned a lot as at
always do when we go lo Japan."
The Japanese want to continue this type of haulm
men( competition in the future, and they want to invite
good U.S. golf teams.
"It will be a good experience." Gale said. "Hopeful
SJSU’s men’s and women’s teams will be two of them."

Office of Sponsored Programs
The SJSU Research Committee
Announce:

A CONFERENCE ON
FUNDING
FOR
FACULTY RESEARCH

SJSU Spartans
Good Luck
At Homecoming
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Government Agencies
State Agencies
Private Foundations
Local Foundations
TO TREAT YOURSELF
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277-2941
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,,Destiny of fish uncertain

r. 4

The target of rotenone applica. ions Monday on a six -mile stretch of
the Kings River was white bass, a
predatory fish found beyond a fish
screen that was designed to hall
them.
Farmers that own land in the
normally dry lake bed plan to spend
up to $14 million to drain Tulare Lake
alter a year under water.
The discovery of bass beyond the
screen halted drainage after a day
,’cause of a fear that the bass would
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However. Terry Eagan. deputy
director of the state Resources
Agency. said a decision was delayed
by public reaction.
"We’re concerned, frankly, because the public reaction to rotenone
indicates a lack of knowledge about
the substance even though its been
used by the I Fish and Game) department for 50 years," he said.
Fish and Game officials said the
fish suffocated by the chemical were

Scientists against whale hunt
’

The recommendation was sent
Wednesday to the National Marine
Fisheries Service by a nine-member
scientific advisory committee of the
Marine Mammal Commission.
The fisheries service is expected
to make a final decision in a few days
on the application by Sea World, a
San Diego-based company that runs
marine parks in Florida, Ohio and
San Diego.
Sea World wants to keep 10 of the
killer whales and do research with
the rest over a five-year period. Company officials said Wednesday they

fok

term used for groups of whales.
More studies are needed to determine how many whales are in each
pod and what effect permanent removal of some animals would have
on the rest of the pod, the panel’s report said. Restrictions should be
placed on the number of whales taken
from each pod, it said, and no mothers or calves should be captured.

would not comment until the fisheries
service makes its ruling.
The scientific panel said parts of
Sea World’s application to capture
the orcas while they are in Alaskan
waters are scientifically "confusing"
and "inconsistent."
The panel’s report questioned
some of the stated scientific goals
and said it is not possible, based on
information supplied by Se: i World,
to determine the safety of procedures
the company wants to use.

WASHINGTON (AP) - An applit ;Won by Sea World Inc. to capture
up to 100 killer whales should be sus., pended temporarily or heavily restricted if granted, a group of scientists has recommended.

The panel said the proposed project could provide information on
how capture of some whales might
affect the pods, "but does not seem
designed to do so."
The Sea World project has been
opposed by a coalition of environmental groups, headed by Washington Secretary of State Ralph Munro,
and was heavily criticized at an August hearing in Seattle.

The panel said none of the whales
captured for tests should be held for
more than eight hours, beyond dusk
or after their pods leave the area.
Those restrictions would be lifted if
the company can demonstrate that
whales held for longer periods are
able to find and rejoin their pods, the
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edible if removed from the river imAlvin
However,
mediately.
Larkspur. a private toxicologist, said
rotenone has caused cancer tumors
in laboratory rats.
Meanwhile, area farmers who
were convinced that the white bass
were planted beyond the scrzen to
stall the pumping project offered a
$50.000 reward to find culprits.
George Nokes. Fish and Game
regional director in Fresno. concluded it was "physically inmpossible for those fish to swim there. They
had to be placed there by humans."
But Mike Monroe of the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service disagreed, saying. "I think the fish were in the river
all the time. I don’t think it was sabotaged."

damage sport fisheries in the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta.
The U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and National Marine Fisheries
Service Wednesday proposed using
more rotenone to clear two other
channels of fish.

STRATFORD (AP) -Two fed,ral agencies are pressing for another application of fish -killing chemicals before draining Tulare Lake
basin. but public alarm over the first
round delayed a decision.
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The SJSU International center will hold a
Pancake Breakfast from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. Sunday at
the International Center.
contact Sue Crust at the In’emotional
Center for
more information.
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Associated
Students
will hold a Student Affairs

Committee meeting at 2:30
p.m. today in the Student
Union Council Chambers.
Call Krista at 277-3201 for
more information.

The Akbayan Club will
hold a general meeting at
1:30 p.m. today in the Gua-

dalupe Room of the Student Union. Call Fernando
at 965-2942 for more information.
Kappa Della will be
selling homecoming Tshirts from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m.
today in front of the Student Union. Call Pam Fin-

JIM BRICKER

THE SPARTAN DALEY

gerut at 279-9035 for more
information.
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Sigma Alpha Mu will
hold Dunk for Beats, a ben fit for the Heart Association, from noon to 7 p.m.
Saturday at the South
Campus Soccer Field. Call
Ken at 279-9397 for more information.

CLASSIFIED
ANNOUNCEMENTS
BETA

IP

ALPHA

PSI s

second

tomal

meeting visa be 00 14 at ine Los
Gatos Lodge The social hr begins
at 71’M followed by the meeting
at 8
DENTAL VISION PLAN for students
Enroll now, Save your teeth and
eyes and also money Information
A S office or phone 371 6811
GIVE THE GIFT only you can give to
someone

you love a beautiful
portrait by John Paulson Pho

color

tography 448 2388
HARD TIME IN CALCULUS’ Unhappy
with your grades, Send $3 95 ppd
for self explanatory study Mode
to George Swikan. 2829 Pena.
c,aC,k Rd . S J 95132
SJSU SHOTO KAN KARATE CLUB,.
grouping If interested in mum
ing your

knowledge & skill in the
art of k m
svith your own SJSU
Karate Club come by PER 280. 3
to 4 30 pm on TO or call 629
0421 lot info

411 levels ere wel

come beg thru advanced We can
all achieve together in refinement
of ourselves

O

SOMEBODY CARES ABOUT YOU at
Evangel Christian Fellowship Our
church is filled with dynamic
young people who believe that
God is alive and doing eacitsng
thatgs in the earth lodes. Visit us
Sunday al 830 am, 11 00 arn or
630 pm Rides sonaleble 1255
Pedro SI SJ near 280 and Race
15 min horn SJSU1179 2133
’HERE IS NO GOD or is there’ The
Overcomer. believe there is Come
experience new life in Christ every
Wednesday night at 7 30. Cost
Student Unron 279

no. Room
2133

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Cen

V

for exciong opportunity in sole,
sales P. or 1../1 time Min 20
hrs

week

per

Call John Mack

14081 733 7272 or send resume
to 7405 Mary Ave Sunnyvale.
CA 94086
GUITAR INSTRUCTOR NEEDED for be
ginning guitar student Orm hall
hr

Pay neg

a week

Call 287

KITCHEN HELPER
shill M.T.Th.F

WANTED

Lunch

9 30 2 30

Apply

in person at Okayama Restaurant.
565 AN 6th Sr

San Jose

MC DONALDS has pt time and full time
lob openings perfect for the stu
dant in school Flexible Ms and
cloys Interviews MW F 4 5. ask
tot Km. or Schorr, 15475 Los
Gatos Blvd 366 3095
FASHION/COMMERCIAL

MODELS.

no imperience

necessary
leading Bay
Models
Area agency seeks new faces Eu
rope New York Tokyo work pot
Im.11.

Agence

14081 559
sible Call for app.
3930
2420
The
Pruneyard
Campbell, CA 95008
NEED EXTRA MONEY, We hoe trnme
diately Good temporary lob pick
ins up decorder bones
pendeble person

opportunities

hahor

FOR SALE
ROYAL STD TYPEWRITER $35 H.
ver vac 135 297 7879
GUITAR F3705 W1Cfs
5199 00 12 string $100 00. Ya
ma ha nylon string 589 00 14151

T AK AMENI

321 2808

HELP WANTED

Apply al FUJI TV in person.

car

4966 El Camino Real. Sidle 221.
Los Altos CA 94022
Summer..
Austra
Amor

OVERSEAS JOBS
round Europe. S
Ii.

Asia

All Fields

$500 $1200
Free Into

Sightseeing

monthly

B011 52 CA 38 Corona
Del Mad CA 92625
WM. IJC

START YOUR OWN BUSINESS New
company setting ell sales records
Selling not necessary toe.?, top
income New space age foods de
yeloped by NASA reg.* no ’Nog
matron 15 year shelf Id. No pre

and drinks
worner
Unlimited potential For more into,
manmn on becoming distributor
or buying at distributor prices. rat
Brien at 554 2966
$7 00/hr
Handym.
TWO JOBS
1.141011 for Nartments near cam
pus Also need 2 muecle men to
work on call at venous hours.
$4 50.hr We run this ad NI se
meson Apply 10405 4th or cell
Don et 288 684 7
TELEPHONE

WANTED

tact Mr Taylor 288 8980

CARPET CLEANER NEEDED FT .PT
Hard
Must have own vehicle
work high pay Cat 378 3382
WAREHOUSEMAN part
Ione 115 00 h. Some heavy lifung
Orme smell pick up 16 hr.
week Mrs can be *drumed to fit

Welk to
LARGE 1 BEDROOM APT
campus old victor,an with sky
light $450 per mo For into call
297 2960 days
SPACIOUS

REMODEL

VICTORIAN

water 14
lb $415 inc elm
garb 1275 dep Dave 767 6234
2br

E XP SANDWICH MKRS 5 days wk
No weekends 1 307 30 SS hr
Sourdough finery 848 N First Sr
SOLAR SYSTEMS Ben stems
largest solar heating romany
serious business crowned people

1 AFC

SPONSE I am repealing my offer
Bare a NI. Stop shaving was
ing - tweeting or using chemical
depktories Let ma permanently re
move your unwanted hair !chin to
kini tummy moustache etc I 15%
discount to students and Iscuhy
Call before Dec 15. 1983 and get
your 1st awn at 1/2 price 559
3500 Gwen Chelogren. RE HAIR
TOMORROW
GONE
TODAY
Bascom Ave

1645 S

Ste

C

and

re

Cempbell CA
CASH

FOR

BOOKS

YOUR

cords’, Recycle books and records
1313 East Sent. Ova between
10

am to 9 pm Call for buying hours
app We stock over 125 000 new
uNd books
DISC JOCKEY reedy to melt, your
pert, swing. And you won’t be
stuck with disco all nnis long Just
calf the profess...Is et Ross Hart
men (ramp.us and tell them
whet yeoman?

Ross is en SJSU
gredume with eight years who es
penance and many references Call

LOOKING FOR A WEDDING photogra
pher , II Mere were a way you
could have lonmstic tome rit your
national
award winning photography you
to
know
more
...a
wouid went
II

and

net of
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theses. resumes. letters
accurate Word proc

and

Ihr1.11 Santa Clare 249 0412
EDITING/TYPING 268.9448 I spectra
Ise in term papers (use university
approved formats. g . APA, To
custom resumes and
rabian1

1982 San Jose Regional
Located near San

Typing Contest
Jose Flea Market Looking forward
to working with you Off hrs

expenance

apt.

oniy

Confidential

247 7488

Ilaywood Ave

By
335 So

Sim Jose CA

5942

pleat.

Idaysl

AMPRA’S OFFERS TYPING, word pro
coming. sec rrrrr NI svcs 13nte
phone 15 yrs 00’1 asp Almost
St Scott 8

San

727 4998

EXCELLENT QUALITY TYPING Cow
Nem professionalism .at low Nu
dent rate Pnces Start al 61 Nig.
(Technical tyinng and resumes are
prices slightly higherl Please call

Tomas. S C 14081

14151969 4491

LINDA FOR EXPERT. esp.,,
enced professional typing Term
resumes. etc
letmrs
papal.

FAST. FRIENDLY TYPING SERVICE
Satellite
Adler
70
wprn
$1 25.pg Blossom Milos Gatos

S I 25 page Idouble spaced’ Cas
set,e transcription services avail

area Trish Foster 356 3704

Near Almaden Expwy
Branham Lane Guaranteed gunk
return on all papers Phone 264
able

GILROY AREA TYPING term Papers
and resumes from II 25 pet dou
ble spaced pegs call. 842 5846

4504
CHOOSE T L C

SERVICE
TYPING
RYAN’S
1 25.page This semester I am of
It
you bring
dtscount
feting 10%
your typing needs to me at least

PROFESSIONAL AND EXPERIENCED
Ten years experience
TYPIST
100 w p rn fast 51 50 per page

one weak before the due date Go
for the best, IBM select. Proles
gumenteed
accu tam
stone’

SISTER,

Pto

Delta

onsee you to 00,0,1
9 00 48 So

Them

yml

14 pry at

7th St 947 9201

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY
resumes
type NI reports

theses

etc

SelectriC

accurate

satisfaction gusmnteed
*doting
The bast for less. From 51 00 pet
page Call Pam 247 2681 eve
flings IS weekends Located in

Reports

Theses Resumes Dictation. Etc
TERM PAPERS THESIS reports word
Willow Glen
processtrig
Ilse

Santa Clara near S. Thomas E.

998 5215 Ask for Audrey
TYPING
etc

THESIS

TERM PAPERS

Expenenced and last Rea
Phone 269 8674

sonabl toles

WORD PROCESSING TERM PAPERS
reports
dissertstions
theses
From $150 do page Flee disk
Storage Joy? 264 1029

and Monroe

267 5247

DOS/NESS 4 LITTLE am?

252 6663
Resumes
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
thesis moons produced on word
All formats including
processor
From
APA
Close to campus
52 00 double spaced page Phone

EXPERIENCED

Ten years experience
100 w p m last $1 50 per page
last turnaround Will meet all dead
lines setislischon guaranteed IBM
TYPIST

SPARTAN DAILY ADVERTISING

923 3901
SUNNYVALE VALLCO Marcie’s Typ
no IBM Selector III Prompt neat

Correcting Select. Cell Nancy et
370 7391

accurate

Reasonable rates

211-3111

739

0715

Ad Rates

Print Your Ad Here

Minimum three lines on one day

(Count approtornately
Each

MATH ANXIOUS, For anyone stiller
ing from Math Anxiety THE MATH
INSTITUTE offers help in the form
of 3 and/or 6 hour intensive
Overcoming Math An..
My for MN. Basic Algebra Geo
or
wetly. Congueong CBEST
ELME’ Math Anxiety $40 003
courses

hrs or $75 008 hrs 140111 795
6066 Group and’o, gamete of
log averlsble
HAULING and odd lohs
SJSU sensor w 12 ton truck can
help E Nerrenced dependhle and

One

3 Lines
4 Lines

Two

Three

Four

Five

Day

Days

Days

Day

Days

$3.80

$4.15

$4.36

44.50

$ 4.85

45.06

$5.20

95

$ 3 80

S4.50

beilible Bruce 277 8637

5 Lines

$4.50

$5.20

$ 5.55

45 76

$5.90

$1.10

$ 5.20

$5.90

46.25

$6.46

$6.60

$1

TYPING

depend

Epenenced
in typing term papers thesis re
736 8910

All aboard for TYPING THAT S TOPS
TRUST

TONY

298 2087

Samna

16.0 Selector evadable 1
days week All work quer...

Ill I _I_ _I_ _L_l_

L I

111111111111111111 I 1.1._I __L L_L

L I

Print Name

Semester Rates 1/111 Issues)

5 9 1 Ines $40 00

L

10 14 Lines
$70 00

455.00

Phone 277-3175

Address

Phone

City & State
Enclosed is $

Ccle Classibcation

Fast

IIl_IIIIII1II

_I _ 11_1 L_L_L_L LI I

25

70

15 P111S

conscientious

I I

.80

clinical end abnormal psychology
Fee $15 hr Call NM Torres 261

ACCURATE

11111111111

Day
$

6 Lutes

Each Additional Line Add

letters ana space, lop each Mel

Extra

$3 10

PSYCHOTHERAPIST IN PRIVATE mac
lice mill provrde tutonng to psy
chOlOgy students in the areas of

Clam

TYPING LOCATED NEAR TULLY AND
MC LAUGHLIN IBM Select. III

MRS

last turnaround Will meet all dead
lines satisfaction guaranteed IBM
Correcting Selectric Call Nancy at

Fill

SEND CHECK. MONEY ORDER

Annoulicements

Help Wanted

Automotive

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Stereo

Typing

Personals

Services
Lost &

Found

s

Classified Desk Located loss& 08112011

OR CASH TO,
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San

Jose State University

San Jose. California 95192

in

Peggy

0503

Tallest to smallest type styles
CambrianIG area near Good Sam
Hospital Cell Pat 356 2085

AND

ntims.weekands1

rates

vale
Reasonable
730 8969

Correcmble Anythom typed It.
pons. resumes thesis. etc I Call
TYPING
win

IN*

247 8744

Spec

charts/graphs Near 280,0 Sunny

GIVE YOUR WORK that quality look II
deserves Typed as you like it by
14081 241
Memel! Enterprise

TYPING SERVICE Es

formats
Univetsity
pertne
in
$1 25 double Was. Pica page
Chaos take longer so cost more
IBM Select. III Great Resumes.

PROFESSIONAL

5

TYPING FAST ACCURATE

Jeannie 274 1975

CALL

448 2388

polls.?, SunnyvaN

INTERESTED IN BECOMING A LITTLE

Menlo Park 14151328 WORD

Willow Glen area. easy access
Bern Rpm (no later

Perhaps we
tor men, couples
can do the same fur you, Please
Call John Paulson Photography

MIN

18300, Tan., CA 94974
START THE YEAR OFF RIGHT, Return
mg for our third year. Quality Sera
Rates Guar
ice Reasonable

Call Marcia

14 Ns

THE WORD COMPANY WORD PRO
Special
Expert work
CESSING
student rates Theme papers r
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Edwards’ party plans to attack in 1984
continued from page 1
Edwards said his perceptions of Nicaragua during
the visit differed from his stay in El Salvador
"It’s an entirely different feeling than in El Salvador.
where you feel unsafe all the time because 01 the brutality
of the right wing and the death squads," he said. You
don’t have any of that in Nicaragua.
Although the country has many problems. Edwards
said the Sandinista’s enjoy enthusiastic support from Nicaraguans.
"No doubt. the Sandinista government is authoritarian. You just won’t find a newspaper. except their own
newspapers. in hotels. Everything is tightly controlled.
There are also very short supplies of timid and gasoline."
President Reagan has claimed that Nicaragua. which
has the largest military mCentral America. is a threat to
the democracies of nearby Honduras. El Salvador and

l’insta Rica
Edwards disagrees
"It’s very hard to imagine a threat from a little country with a population smaller then the San Francisco Bay
Area." he said.
The effects from the regime of Anastasio Somoza.
whom the Sandinista’s overthrew in 1979, were still visible. Edwards said, because Somoza squandered emergency funds from the United Slates.
"We sent millions of dollars to Somoza alter the
earthquake in 1973, and if you drive through the streets of
Managua you’ll find that he didn’t spend one nickel on
buildings." he said. "It’s just bare fields."
Commenting on the Philippines. Edwards said the
recent protests, sparked by the assassination of opposition leader Benito Aquino. demonstrates that President
Marcos is losing his grip on the country.
OW the United States li,iiIitencour
FIK% Ord,

age the moderate force’s io take control peacefully and
without CIA aid, and he denounced Marcus’s policies.
"We should distance ourselves from him, show disapproval (il his human rights programs, which are totalitarian and very cruel," Edwards said.
He said America’s military bases in the Philippines
are not in danger of being hissed because of the
relationship between Americans and Filipinos.
"They know that the United States is a traditional
friend." the congressman said. "the people don’t like the
idea of our close relationship with Marcos because he’s a
dictator."
Edwards said in 1984 his party would counter Reagan’s charges that Democrats offer only "lax and spend"
policies by attacking the president’s military budget, supporting more economic aid to South America, favoring
the Equal Rights Amendment and criticizing Reagan’s
environmental policies.

Ite also lila nod Reagan or Ow huge. federal deficit.
which resulted from the increased military budget.
"When Reagan came in, the interest on the national
debt was $50 billion and now it’s CM billion." he said.
To reduce the budget deficit. Edwards favors the proposal introduced by Representative George Miller, D
Martinez, to implement a "pay as you go" policy.
"If Reagan wants to increase his military budget be
should have to say where he’s going to get that money."
Edwards said. "Every increase should be paid tor."
Edwards also spoke out against the draft and the law
that requires students to register with the Selective Service in order to receive financial aid.
"That is making someone admit to a crime withou
due process." he said. "An American never has to incriminate himself. When you ask him, have you registered for
the draft or not, then I think the government is violating
the constitution."

Homosexuals feared, misunderstood
continued ) ram page 1

most of them hidden

homosexual

"There’s a lot of homophobia OLII there." said Laura
Sprague. president of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance. "Too
many homosexuals here are just too scared to come out.
"Only 30 to 35 people ever attend the meetings of the
GALA. and I only know of three or four people other than
myself who have come out."
Sprague said that one reason homosexuals at SJSU do
not come out is discrimination, particularly among certain majors such as nursing and elementary education."
"Homosexuals are really scared of getting kicked (nil
of these programs." Sprague said.
"It would he suicide to come out in a lot of majors,"
said Bill, a social science major. "I choose to major in the
social sciences because majors like that and anthropology and women’s studies are more sympathetic towards
gays.
"Believe me. I’m not crying. ’Ah. the poor gays are
being mistreated.’ I’m simply saying there’s a lot of hatred that straights have stored up for gays. The biggest
enemy we face is ignorance."
Terri and Molly, two residents of ope of SJSU’s dormitories agreed.
Terri and Molly roomed together in their junior year
at SJSU. Terri, who is as mecurial and high-strung as
Molly is down-to-earth. dated men frequently. Meanwhile. Molly became interested in homosexuality and gay
rights. Molly sometimes spoke out in favor of gay rights
at her dorm in casual conversation.
Then the word got out in the dorm that Molly was gay.
Suddenly. when either Terri or Molly walked into) a room,
the other women would stop talking or would giggle.
stare, and whisper.
When Molly entered the bathroom to wash, others
would hurry out.
guess they thought I might attack
them in the shower." Molly said.
The pointed actions against Molly’s sexual preference continued.
"One night some guys dumped a naked guy in front of

;he basis oi Hie oid saying. I guess. that Uii
\
was the proper cure.’’ said Molly.
All this put a strain on Terri and Molly’s friendship. If
Tennis boyfriend hadn’t been around. clearly demonstrating Tennis sexual preference, the strain would have
been even greater.
"People fabricate." said Terri. "Molly may ask some
girls a perfectly simple question like ’What are you doing
tonight?’ and they just look at each other."
Partly because of all the harassment from other students the two are not rooming together this year. "Thal
isn’t the only reason," Molly said, "but it is one of them."
According to many homosexuals, what gels in the
way of comfortable relationships between straights and
homosexuals is fear
fear of the traditional sexual preferences being changed in society.
"I think straights feel that the question of sexual preference isn’t a question." said John. a SJSU sophomore.
"Straights feel sexual preference is tradition."
Indeed, many students do take sex roles for granted,
and share engineering major Imants Reinbach’s opinion:
"God created woman for man, the Bible says it. Man and
woman are supposed I ii he for each other."
Yet. according to homosexyals. there are several
major misconceptions which straights hold about gays
that contribute to the poor relations between the two.
According to homosexuals, one major misconception
is the belief that homosexuality is a matter of choice
that an individual can one day decide to become gay.
"I believe homosexuality is something that one
comes to consciously realize." Sprague said. "The only
choice (an individual has) is what to do when you realize
you are gay."
Sprague said that after her first homosexual
relationship in high school, she tried to deny her feelings.
"After we spilt up, I went on a rampage against gays
for a year." she said. "I hated gays. I went steady with a
guy for a year after that."
Ironically, when Sprague ended her heterosexual
relationship, she discovered that her boyfriend was also
homosexual.
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Sprague laughed and said. -We were much better
friends after that."
Her parents knew early on that she was a homosexual. and accepted it.
However, Springer’s parents ( like Sprague’s) continued to hope that what their daughter was thinking of as
homosexuality would turn out to be a phase.
So Springer began dating men at SJSU. both for her
parent’s sake and to prove to herself that she is attractive.
She found out that she is indeed attractive, but no
affinity she felt for a man equaled what she felt for her
female lover.
"I began to feel like a cheat and that is when I told my
roommates," said Springer.
Another major myth straights believe, according to
homosexuals, is that homosexuals can be easily detected
by physical appearance.
"Straights tend to think gay men are feminine-like
and lesbians are he-women," Sprague said. "The truth is
you may pass a number of gays walking down the street
and not even know it."
"Lately, there’s been too much of a blending of styles
to tell the difference any more," Bill said. "Haircuts.
olive-drab clothes, bandanas, and single earrings are no
longer clues. Gays are just part of general scene."
A third major misconception is that most homosexuals desire sex change operations.
"This simply isn’t true." said Springer. "I’m a
woman and I love it."
Sprague agreed. "I love my sex. I love women, why
would I want to change?"
A final misconception is that homosexual parents
raise their children to be homosexuals.
According to research conducted at Kinsey Institute
in Florida. children raised by homosexual parents are no
more likely to become homosexual than those raised by
heterosexual couples.
"If I had children, I wouldn’t raise them to be homosexual or heterosexual." Sprague said. "I would point out
that neither preference is better than the other, but they
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’Too many homosexuals
are just too scared to
come out’
- Laura Sprague
president of the
SJSU Gay and Lesbian Alliance

would decide."
Sprague also said that she feels homosexual
relationships are less stable than heterosexua I
relationships, "because of all the legal sanctions ( like n.,41
marriages between homosexuals) against homosexuals.
"I’d like to find a lasting relationship but I think ho
mosexual relationships tend to be short-lived because PI
all the pressure from society. I gel tired of sneaking
around." said Bill.
Many homosexuals believe that tensions between
straights and homosexuals could be alleviated if stranito,
were better educated about homosexuality.
A course entitled "Sociology of homosexualit
being offered at SJSU this semester.
Al the University (if California. Berkeley. birthplace
of past student movements, an entire Department of He
mosexuality has been proposed.
Should the proposal be accepted. Berkeley will become the first university to have such a department.
Yet at SJSU. and at many other universities acros,
the nation, the gay cause is losing ground as today’s polit
cal climate leans toward conservatism.
"We’ve seen this swing towards conservatism grim
ing and we’re afraid." said Sprague. "Homosexualit
won’t be wiped out. just hidden."
111
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would decide.’’
Sprague also said that she feels homosexual
relationships are less stable than heterosexual
relationships. "because of all the legal sanctions ( like n0111
marriages between homosexuals) against homosexuals.
"I’d like to find a lasting relationship but I think homosexual relationships tend to be short-lived because of
all the pressure from society. I get tired of sneaking
around." said Bill.
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Many homosexuals believe that tensions belwoen41
straights and homosexuals could be alleviated if straights
were better educated about homosexuality.
A course entitled "Sociology of homosexuality" is
being offered at SJSU this semester.
Al the University of California. Berkeley. birthplace
of past student movements, an entire Department of Homosexuality has been proposed.
Should the proposal be accepted. Berkeley will
come the -first university to have such a department.
Yet at SJSU. and at many other universities across
the nation, the gay cause is losing ground as today’s political climate leans toward conservatism.
"We’ve seen this swing towards conservatism growing and we’re afraid." said Sprague. "Homosexuality
won’t be wiped out. just hidden."
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Spartans’ edge: homecoming
teams in the Pacific Coast
By Pat Sangimino
The homecoming game Athletic Association. After
is always an important one. the game only one will reBut when most people main so.
Because it’s the home
looked at the football schedule at the beginning of the coming game, the Spartan,
year, no one really realized have some extra incentive
just how significant the
,
"Coach Elway tells us
game would be.
After all, the Spartans at the beginning of each seaare playing Cal State-Ful- son that there are three
games that you have to
lerton.
win," offensive guard Ken
In past years the Titans Delgado said. "He said we
were more affectionately have to win the opener, the
known as Cal State Disney- homecoming and the last
land because of the joke game."
The SJSU squad under
football team it put on the
Elway has won three of the
field.
But no one is laughing at last four such games until
Fresno State defeated the
the Titans now.
With wins over Boise Spartans 39-27 last season.
The success of past
State, Long Beach State.
Utah State. Pacific and Ne- Spartan clubs in homecomvada -Reno, this season’s ing games makes this year’s
Fullerton team has already squad want it more, accordset a school record for most ing to Jeff Petkevicius. the
Spartans’ center.
wins in a season.
Petkevicius will will be
The only blemish on the
Titans’ 5-1 record is a 31-1P matched up against allloss to then number threeranked Arizona.
PCAA candidate Joe AguiThe Titans and Spartans lar, Fullerton’s noseguard.
Aguilar is one of the
are the only undefeated

main reasons the Titan defense has stifled its opponents. In six games, the Titans have allowed just 10
points per game - tops in
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old place
At Orchard Valley Marketplace
On Stevens Creek Blvd. in Cupertino 725-0515

the PCAA.
Shutting the Spartan offense down is a riddle not
many teams have been able
to solve. The SJSU offense
had a sub-par performance
in the second game of the
year against California a
30-9 Spartan loss), but no
team has come close to stopping the Spartans since.
Led by quarterback Jon
rlson, the Sparthns have
piled up more than 500 yards
of total offense in each of the
last two games. In last
week’s 41-23 conference win
over Fresno, the Spartans
moved consistently both in

the air and on the ground.
"This game is very important to us," said PCAA
Offensive Player of the
Week Bobby Johnson. "We
realize that they have a good
defense, but I don’t think
there is any team around
that can stop our offense
now."
Johnson has rushed for
more than 100 yards in each
of the last three games and
is among the leaders in the
PCAA in rushing.
One reason for his success has been the play of the
offensive line. Tackles John
Aimonetti and Henry Ftamelli along with guards Jim
Aceinelli. Delgado, David

Steve Stonfieid

Diaz-Infante and Petkevicius have dominated the line
in the last three games.
"Bobby is running fantastic right now," Carlson
said. "He is very comfortable and running with a lot
of confidence, but you can’t
take anything away from
the line. They are opening
some large holes for him."
The student section is
expected to sell out for the
game, but seats still remain
in the reserved area.
"We’re excited about
the big crowd," Delgado
said. "This is a real important game for us to win in
front of all those people."

What’s the score?
The Spartans boast a 28-16-2 record in Homecoming
).;iimes played dating back to 1933 when SJSU began holding
the annual event. Here is a run down of past scores.
1982- Fresno State 39, SJSU 27
1981- SJSU 45, Cal State-Fullerton 23
980- SJSU 26, Fresno State 14

1979- Cal State-Fullerton 23, SJSU 0
19714- SJSU 17, Santa Clara 7
1977- Pacific 24, SJSU 7
1976- SJSU 50, Santa Clara 15
1975- SJSU 41. Pacific 13
1974- SJSU 27, Cal State-Long Beach 17
1973- SJSU 27, San Diego State 27
(972- SJSU 35, Cal State-Long Beach 8

197i- SJSU 28, Pacific 18
1970- Utah 13, SJSU 9
1969- New Mexico 27, SJSU 24
1968- Washington State 46, SJSU 0
(967- SJSU 52. New Mexico 14
1966- SJSU 21. Utah State 7
965- SJSU 52, Pacific 21
1964- SJSU 26, Fresno 14
i 963- Arizona Slate 2), SJSU 19
i 962- New Mexico 25, SJSU 13
1961- SJSU 32, Arizona State 26
i 960- Washington State 29, SJSU 6
1959- Wyoming 28, SJSU 7
1958- SJSU 48, Fresno State 6

1957- Pacific 21, SJSU 6
1956- Denver 35, SJSU 26
1955- Pacific 14, SJSU 7
1954- SJSU 28, Fresno State 0
1953- Arizona State 35, SJSU 20
1952- SJSU 44, Brigham Young 27
1951- SJSU 7, Pacific 0
1950- SJSU 18, St. Mary’s 6
1919-St. Mary’s 40, SJSU 13
1948- SJSU 43, UC Santa Barbara 13
1947- Pacific 14, SJSU 0
1946- SJSU 14, Brigham Young 0
1945- No varsity teams fielded- WWII
1944- No varsity teams fielded- WWII
1913- No varsity teams fielded- WWII
1912- SJSU 26, San Diego State 0
1911- SJSU 33, UC-Santa Barbara 14
1910- SJSU 14, Fresno State 7
1939- SJSU 52, Redlands 6
1936- SJSU 21, Redlands 6
1937- Santa Clara 25, SJSU 2
19:16- Humboldt State 20, SJSU 0
1935- SJSU 25, Humboldt State 6
1931- SJSU 6, Chico State 6
i933- SJSU 44, San Francisco State 6

f
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If you do not
g vote for me for
homecoming king-

This fine upstanding young man has received
letters of recommendation from several credible members of the community.

- this bird will die
By Craig Carter
I should be Homecoming King because
drink more Budweiser than all of the candidates and because I would use my Kingship
as a platform to promote world peace. I’ve
also met the other candidates and I think
they’re slime buckets.
I have prepared for the Homecoming
throne all my life. Almost as soon as I was
born, my father began pushing me around
the neighborhood in my stroller. He would
push me up to people’s doors, knock, and
when somebody answered he’d say, "this is
my boy and someday he’s going to be the
San Jose State Homecoming King." Often,
people would slam doors in our faces and
call my dad a nut, but now I’ve come to
think of him as just a moron.
"I want you to be what I always wanted
to be and couldn’t," he told me on my 10th
Christmas. "I could have been Homecoming
King, but I married your mother instead."
Then he threw a fruitcake at mom, and
handed me the crown that Santa had
brought me. It was my big present that
year. I put it on my head and he cried. It was
the only time I’ve ever seen him cry.

tie built a track in the backyard where
he’d coach me vigorously. He’d have mom
drive the convertible, and he’d get in one ri
her dresses so he could be the queen, and
we’d practice waving as she drove us back
and forth, back and forth. At age 11, I could
wave with both hands equally well, and dad
was talking scholarship.
Dad recrowned me in the 10th grade
because he felt the year off would help me
get more poise. It turned out to be a good
move, although at first my peers snickered
Many said it was just another case of prefer
ential treatment for Homecoming King Can
didates, and they may have been right, but
when I came back, nobody messed with my
poise.
My career was almost ruined in my junior year of high school when I chipped a
tooth in a horrible smiling accident. My future hung in limbo for days as podiatrists
from all over Contra Costa County tried to
fix my teeth. Many times the podiatrists told
my parents that dentists could do the work
much better and faster then they could, but
we were an impoverished and stupid family
and my father insisted :hey continue with
continued on page 17
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From Babylonian brew to Budweiser
By Mark Johnson
Contrary to popular belle), the history 01
beer may go back much further in time than
that of wine.
According to ancient Egyptian fables.
beer was present at the time of the creation
of the earth itself.
The Egyptians credited the gods Osiris
and Isis with the invention of this bold beverage, which came to be enjoyed by Pharaohs and peasants alike.
An Assyrian tablet dated around 2(55)
B.C. lists beer among the provisions Noah
carried along with him on his forty -day and
forty -night ark cruise.
The oldest document known to man is a
clay tablet inscribed in Babylonia around
60(x) B.C. The inscription depicts a scene 01
the preparation of beer for sacrificial pur
poses.
The oldest known piece of alcohol -pro
(hieing paraphernalia was recently Ull
earthed in (.’atal Huyuk, Turkey: a pottery
beaker with a sieve at the bottom and straw
like tubes on its outer edge dated around
6400 B.C.
Scholars believe that this and similar
sieve pots found in Egypt represent the fact
that Neolithic wizards learned to crush barley, push it through the strainer, add water,
let the whole mess ferment a while, then
drink the protein -rich swill to transport
their minds into altered states of consciousness.
By the year 4000 B.C. the Babylonians.
truely the most earnest of these pie-eyed
pioneers of grain manipulation, had come
up with recipes for no less than 16 different
kinds of beer.
With the induction of wine into the ancient Egyptian’s drink menu around 2000
B.C. also came the beginnings of winedrinker’s snobbery towards beer-drinkers.
One account states that "while beer was the
brew of the toiling masses, wine became the
elixer of the aristocracy."
Even though wine was chic, beer drinking was destined to hold its own for centuries to come. Bread and beer were daily
wages in Sumer. Babylon. and Egypt.
In India, approximately 1000 B.C..
Hindu priests came up with a powerful intoxicating brew they called soma. which
contained ingredients similar to those found
in beer recipes of the time. These ancient

All Brands Importers be

The Europeans were responsible for one
big advancement in the science of beer
brewing: the induction of hops into the
brewing formula. This occurred in 768 A.D.
The hops added a new character to the
brew’s taste different from that experienced
with previous bittering agents.i Bittering
agents are herbs. etc. used in the brewing
process that add character to the taste and
also increase the shelf life of the end product ). The use of hops in the brewing formula

While the menfolk were out toiling in the
fields, raping and pillaging, or what have
you, the women stayed at home, cooking,
sewing, and brewing up a cask of ye old ale.
awaiting hubby’s return.
During the Middle Ages Christianity
flourished and so did Christian monasteries.
With the monasteries came the beginnings
of large-scale beer brewing.
Monasteries pioneered the hotel business by providing hospitality to pilgrims
and other travellers during the Middle Ages.
A good part of this hospitality included the
responsibility for providing enough suds to
wet the dry throats of the road-weary travellers. Thus came the need for large-scale
brewing facilities in the monasteries. The
idea caught on with the lay public and soon
there was nary a town or village without its
own brewery.
The monks who worked these breweries, being some of the more educated people of the time. undoubtedly added much
improvement to the science of beer-brewing
in general.
The Christian influence in the history of
beer also provided the brewing industry
with an abundance of patron saints including St. Augustine of Hippo, St. Nicholas of
Myra ( better known as Santa Claus). and St.
Luke the Evangelist.
Over the ensuing years the chief role
players in the beer industry shifted from the
monks in the monasteries to the tradesmen
in the trade guilds.
During the 14th Century the brewers’
guilds flourished and great brewing houses
were formed.
Germany became a center for the great
brewing houses of Europe. By 1376, HamEgyptians and Babylonians were among the first beermeisters
burg. Germany had more than 1.000 brewmeisters. German beer was sold on draught
everywhere in Europe and was exported as
only true beermeisters of the world until marks what many consider to be the advent far away as Jerusalem.
around the time of Christ when the almighty of the age of modern beer.
Not to be completely outdone by the
Previous to this time brewers had used Germans, the British became heavily inale began to take a. foothold in the European
agents
a variety of ingredients as billering
culture.
volved in the mass production of ale.
The Roman historian Tacitus reported in their brewing formulas, but hops were
The ale of Britain’s past is somewhat
the
rest.
They
remain
destined
to
outlive
all
in 99 A.D. that the ancient Teutons (Gerdifferent than that available today. Ale, in
mans) drank copious quantities of beer as one of the principle ingredients in the basic those early limes, was made of malt amd
modern-day beer recipe of malted grain, water and drunk fresh. Shelf life of this
part of their everyday lives.
According to Tacitus. the drinking of a water, yeast, and hops.
early non-hop ale was short, but the British
barley and wheat brew was an important
took pride in their ability to create a brew
Before the Middle Ages brewing respon- with no "unnatural" ingredients.
part of all marriages, meetings, elections.
sibilities were left mainly up to the women.
decisions, and day-to-day living.
continued on page 16
Hindus required soma for many of their religious rites.
They worshipped gods whom they believed could only perform their supernatural functions while in a state of drunkeness.
Thus, soma was offered as a sacrifice to
these gods in exchange for other -worldly favors.
Although other civilizations did dabble
in producing beer-like concoctions, the
Egyptians and Babylonians remained the
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Memories
from a
pageant
queen

CONCORD F
CLEARANCE
Debbie Sonner
1982-83 Queen

Her
reign
is over
By Mark Sweeny
A homecoming pageant
is exciting. Moments before
the winner’s name is announced, the finalists nervously stand together, each
wishing the other good luck.
"The 1983 h omecoming
queen is. ."
Applause is heard as the
results are read. A new
queen is crowned to represent the school.
Last year’s homecoming queen stands in the
background. Her reign over,
she relinquishes her crown
and title to her successor
and the lime light shifts to
another.
She wishes her successor well and hopes the experience will be as rewarding
her own.
Last year’s homecoming queen, Debbie Sonner,
will be losing her crown
today to either Bev Davis,
Lisa Cole or Lisa Johnson.
She will no longer be
SJSU’s queen, but she has a
year of memories.
"It has opened a lot of
doors for me," Sonner said.
"I have become more involved with students."
She said she was introduced to many of the Associated Students representatives, who convinced her to
run for a position on the
board of directors. She won,
and is currently director of
communications.
Sonner was nominated
for homecoming queen by
the residents of Royce Hall.
She is a senior majoring in
marketing and minoring in
psychology.
Although she said her
experience as homecoming
continued on page 17
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A WEEKEND OF HOMECOMING EVENTS
’‘THEYAETOO P/M77-9
OR ME TO DECADE’
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ADA

0/3/R/T RALLY,. WHERE YOU
CAN MEE T THE SPARTAN
FOOTBALL TEAM.

"A GREAT
WAY TO
WARM Up
FOR THE
GAME"

2

2ZAILGATE PARTY AT
SPARTAN STADIUM.
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’S not over yet

Toni Chandler

(Right) Pal Rashe,
wearing sunglasses.
and Mark Oliverez of
Alpha Tau Omega pull
their way to a draw at
the Clash of the
Spartans tug-of-war.
They. tied with Kappa
Sigma.
The bubble burst for
Doug Bray men,
above, who lost in the
ba Hon toss.

In case you didn’t notice .SJSU has been having homecoming festivities for over a week now.
There were talent shows, fashion shows, and interviews
for the homecoming canidates. There were relay races. tugof-wars, and tricycle-a -I hons.
And it’s not over yet.
There is no parade this year, but a homecoming hall.
80’s- style with Santa Cruz rockers Eddie and the tide tonight, and of course, Cal State Fullerton to he reckoned with
tomorrow.
Alumni have been coming home ill SJSU for the llotnecoming for nearly a century.
When SJSU was still the State Normal School, we didn’t
have a Homecomingthe team consisted of twelve players

In 1928. SJSU had the Edwin Markam Health Cottage
instead of a health center, and the Spartan co-operative, a
combination bookstore and souda fountain instead of Spartan Shops, Inc. and "Fall Jolly Up."instead of homecoming.
"We had a fat man, a slim man, and the faculty even
sold peanuls,"the 1928 yearbook claimed. There was even a
phony Miss America parade boasting professors dressed in
drag.
Homecoming had it’s heyday in the 50’s. when over to
pages of the yearbook were devoted to the hooplahsome in
living color.
There wasn’t just a dancebut a coronation ball.There
wasn’t just a Homecoming Queenhut a host of beauties
including moonlight girls, dream girls and Cinderella girls.

A huge parade I:
were floats depict!
Bridge.
In 1963, the foe
railroad ties were .
with the traditional
1963 yearbook. La T
The Wayfarers.
member of the gro
television coverage
quet in honor of Di
cession at half-time
There was a st
and apathy. when h.
But homecomir

Pegs 11

,413891

Halfback Bobby Johnson, left, leaves the
Fresno Bulldogs behind.
The Spartans
won the game 41-23.
Ray Fish, below, of
Kappa Sigma, wins
the tricycle race at the
Clash of the Spartans.
Steve Stanfield

4

.141w
Tom Chandler

ded the streets of San Jose. and there
g Tower Hall and the Golden Gale

as Arizona Stale University over 300
acked and "the Sundevil was burned
pint -raising bonfire."according to the
Te.
n those days a popular folk group one
was an alumnus) played there was
the festivities. a Grand Marshall Ban Carl Duncan. and an antique car pron-year gap. during an era of protest
iecoming didn’t happen at all.
is backand it’s not over yet.

Liza MUI ph \
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Tailgating guide
to the best of beers
By Eric Hermstad
Homecoming is a serious event.
Really, keep a straight face.
Beer drinking is a serious event.
Bet you had no trouble keeping a
straight face that time.
So, how about combining the I a o? While
I can’t promise that this homecoming will
be the best ever, after reading this article
you will at least he prepared for such big
beer drinking events.
Webster’s dictionary defines beer as
"an alcoholic beverage brewed from malt
and hops."
But beer is so much more. It’s a way of
life. It’s a religion. It’s a developed taste.
The following is a short guide on a few
safe imported bets I and some risky ones).
for homecoming drinking. I’ll also cover
what domestics are respectable.
While most countries produce beer, only
a handful are necessary for the novice to
remember.
German beer is considered by many to
be the best beer made, mostly because of
the German "Purity Law" of 1516. which
regulates the ingredients that can go into
beer. Only pure water. barley. ’sometimes
wheat), hops, and yeast can be put into beer.
No sugars, corn, rice or perservatives. This
accounts for the richer taste.
Don’t let domestic versions fool you.
Lowenbrau. Augsburger, etc. may have
German sounding names and may have
German roots, but they aren’t comparable.
Beck’s. St. Pauli Girl.jwhose irresista-

WHERE IT’S
AT...

ble label accounts for much impromptu buying). EKU. and Spaten are good bets and
are usually available from your friendly
neighborhood liquor store.
Real Lowenbrau comes in many types
since there are several Lowenbrau breweries. The best being Lowenbrau Hefeweizen,
a sedimentary wheat beer.
If you feel daring and adventurous, try
the extremely potent EKU 28 (called Kulminator 211 Urtyp Hell, which is the strongest
regularly brewed beer available in the
world, with an alcohol strength I by volume)
of 12.4 percent. One bottle is generally
enough for most, especially since it’s time
consuming to drink beer with the consistency of syrup. In most European pubs, bartenders will not serve more than three. Two
is pushing it for above average drinkers. Be
prepared for a kick.
Some other good German bets are DAB
Export. Kindel Berliner Weisse. and any of
Paulaner’s varieties ( Munchner Hell.
Urtyp. Salvator. and Hefe-Weissbier ) .
You really can’t go wrong with German
beer, but you must like a malty or hoppy
beer. All are perfect for pre-game tailgating.
Don’t gel me wrong, other countries
brew some great beers also.
Take Britan and Ireland for example.
Watney’s Red Barrel, Bass Ale, and
Thomas Hardy’s Ale, are all great British
brews, and Ireland’s Guiness is one of the
best beers made.
Other notable beers from around the

One beer k orth drinking, despite the
commercials. is George Killians Irish Red.
which actually did originate in Ireland. (although it has not been brewed there since
1956). The Coors rendition is a nice change
from most domestic beers.
Beers to avoid while in public (unless
they’re free or the only thing available). are
Budweiser, Miller, Coors, Pabst, etc.: which
are great for high schoolers but are reputation risks in the public eye. Drink them at
home when you’re low on money, or want ill
drink something mellow.
Of course if you can stand the laughter.
how about Lone Star? It may he weak. hut
"this beer just loves to party!"
"Homecoming is just the latest excuse
to party," line of my friends recently said.
But no matter where you go, be it homecoming or the local howling alley, now you know
what beers are respectable and drinkable.

Haveit’t goa
aftvaijo
waked a
gual 604?
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After cheering our
SPARTANS to a
HOMECOMING win
over CAL STATE
FULLERTON, treat
yourself to one of our 27
delicious TOGO’S
Sandwiches.

Andy
Alongi
Body
Shop

366 E. Williams St.
In between 7th & 8th St.

1

Mon-Sat. 10:30 a.m. till 10:00p.m.
Sun. 11:00 a.m. till 10:00 p.m.

Phone Orders Accepted
297-1132

world worth trying (especially before the
homecoming game). include Denmark’s
Carlsberg Elephant. Norway’s Aass. Belgium’s St. Sixtus, Jamaica’s Red Stripe, and
of course Amsterdam’s Heineken. Our
neighbor to the North. Canada, has two
great brews: Molson. (Golden and Ale), and
Moosehead.
The United States is the largest beer
producing nation in terms of volume. However. most domestic beers get complaints
about their blandness and lack of variety.
On the other hand, most are cheap, and easily drinkable to even part-time drinkers.
The local favorite Anchor Steam, from
San Francisco, is probably the best beer
made in the U.S. It tastes like an ale. I but is
actually a hybrid). It’s a good beer to impress anyone.
While such safe domestics like Henry
Weinhard and Michelob are respectable.
they are also so common that you’ll look like
part of the woodwork.

"Ash for Cecil Beach
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Specializing in German 2 stage painting
Major or minor collision repairs
Factory Hawing
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eauty
rains

The new queen, king and
other finalists will be
introduced and crowned at
the SJSU-Fullerton game
tomorrow night at Spartan
Stadium.

Dempster, 22, a senior majoring in public relations and political science, is being
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity.
lie is involved in fraternity activities and is
currently Vice President of Alpha Tau
Omega.
He has worked for the A.S. as a tour
guide for incoming freshmen, and was chosen as ’Mr. Anchor Splash" by Delta
Gamma Sorority ia 1982.
He as a winner in the first annual
SJSU wet T-shirt contest.

Jim Sheehan

Dempster is a runner. raquetball
player, beach lover, and aspires to one day
be a public relations professional in the
areas of entertainment or sports and eventually manage his own agency.
He feels that he should be homecoming
king because of his loyalty and respect for
s.ISU.

Scott Dempster
"I feel I represent a "true" greek as
well as a devoted student," Scott Dempster
says in his homecoming resume.

"I am very optimistic and romantic, but
I am a realist, he says, "I enjoy the true
spirit of winning and the battle of competition."
"I know pride will shine and conquer
all."

Always #1 in Price & Selection

Any Non -Sale Album,
Tape or Video Game!
RECORDS
TAPES
TICKETS
COMPUTERS
SOFTWARE

Mike Holm
I’ve done and learned a great deal here
at SJSU, and I am truly a product of this
university." Mike Holm stated in his letter
explaining why he should be homecoming
king.
Holm, sponsored by Delta Upsilon, is
the city editor of the Spartan Daily and has
attended SJSU since 1980. During that time,
he has been involved with the Media Coalition, a group that fights stereotypes perpetuated by the media, and besides reporting
for the Spartan Daily, he has contributed
several articles to the Independent Weekly.
Holm has also worked as an environmental guide at Hidden Villa ranch and was
recommended for a congressional internship through the political science department for spring, 1984.
He considers himself a photographer.
backpacker, artist, tennis and racquetball
player, occasional skier, and beginning pianist.
Holm said he considers himself "rather
ordinary" because his achievements are not
beyond the reach of any other student.
"I try to operate on the simple idea that
where much is given, much is expected," he
said.

The winners of the 1983
homecoming pageant will
receive a $250 scholarship
and represent the school in
various functions throughout
the year.

DECEMBER
; ACCOUNTING GRADUATES!! !

GO
SPARTANS!
14

1080 Blossom Hill Rd., San Jose
481 S. Bascom Ave., San Jose

"I intend to be the student in the public
eye." stated Jim Sheehan about his goal of
homecoming king.
As homecoming king. Sheehan would
"fulfill the desires of all community groups
to learn more about our fine university."
through speaking engagements, he stated in
a letter explaining why he should be homecoming king.
Sheehan is a senior and sponsored by
Sigma Chi. He is majoring in radio and television broadcasting and minoring in advertising.
His campus activities include SJSU
Budweiser College Representative. KSJS
on-air personality, and Delta Gamma
anchorman.
Sheehan’s work experience consists of a
job with Anheuser-Busch Inc. and one with
the Winchester Mystery House.
He hopes to eventually "obtain a challenging position in the areas of marketing
and management of a radio/television station."
Sheehan said his involvement on campus and in the surrounding environment has
given him pride in many facets of the university.
SJSU "is an institution which deserves
the honor and high respect which it has
earned," he stated.

.
.

Local growing CPA firm with
offices in San Jose and Santa
Cruz, is looking for December ./graduates with accounting /-....
degrees. Prior wor k
experience and
good grades a big –

t

.

Mail resume to:
Berger Lewis Accounting Corp., 84W.Santa Clara St.. Ste 700. San Jose 0511 18
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Lisa Johnson wants to be homecoming
queen because she want to be part of the
positive attitude growing at SJSU.
"I am proud of San Jose State University for its overall academics and extracurricular activities and would put my best efforts forward as homecoming queen."
Davis is being sponsored by West Hall.
She is a junior majoring in business with a
concentration in marketing and minoring in
violin performance and cybernetics.
She enjoys outdoor activities and sports
such as springboard diving, skin diving,
running, weight lifting, snow skiing and ice
skating.
she is chosen, she will carry out all the duHer hobbies include needlepoint, colties of a homecoming queen in a profes- lecting boxes and cooking health foods.
sional and responsible manner.
She also leads an aerobic dance class at
Markham Hall in which residents get an
hour-long workout plus a run.
Johnson also will be playing her violin
at the Spartan Bakery.
If she is selected homecoming queen,
Johnson said being the university’s representative will be a rewarding experience.
"I get personal gratification making appearances." she said "and simply making
people smile."

homecoming queen
candidate must be strong,
charismatic and dedicated to
the people she represents.,
Lisa Ann Cole

14

State. they would easily find how great a
school it really is."
’4

N

The homecoming queen and
king will be selected today at
noon in the S.U.
Amphitheater

#

Bev Davis
Participation and becoming involved
with the school is Bev Davis’ definition of a
homecoming queen. She said because she
has been active in a number of SJSU programs, she can represent the college effectively and promoted its benefits.
Davis is being sponsored by Delta
Gamma Sorority. She is a senior majoring
in advertising and minoring in communicalion. Her goals include working as a creative director or in the accounting offices of
an advertising agency.
She is currently the graphic artist for
the AS. Program Board and an Executive
Board Officer of Delta Gamma. She is a
member of the Varsity Tennis Team.
Her hobbies include swimming, acting,
horseback riding and music.
Davis said she is honored she was nominated by her sonority and if she is selected
homecoming queen, she will represent
SJSU with pride.
"I feel that San Jose is a very strong
school in academics and athletics." she
said. "I feel that it has been overlooked as it
is often in the shadows of Stanford and Berkeley due to its location. However, if anyone
took the time to seriously look into San Jose

p.

Lisa Cole
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Lisa Johnson

For Lisa Ann Cole, being a homecoming
queen finalist has been a growing experience.
"I feel a person should undertake many
challenges and experiences in order to gain
knowledge and understanding about themselves and other people," she said.
Cole represents Allen Hall dormitory.
She is a senior majoring in public relations
and minoring in business.
While attending SJSU. Cole has been an
active member at Allen Hall. She is a resident adviser there, chairman of the social
commmittee, and an adviser to the activity
council. She also is the national liaison of the
Public Relations Student Society of America.
After graduating, Cole plans a career in
corporate/community relations or public affairs. She plans to earn a Master’s degree in
business administrtion. Her ultimate goal is
to own a consulting firm dealing specifically
with urban, community/corporate affairs.
Cole said the biggest thrill of running is
the support she has of her friends. She said if
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History of beer

The ones that got away

continued from page 6
Individual consumption of ale in Britain was substantial
during this era. Ladies-in-waiting at the court of King Henry
VIII were allowed a gallon of ale for breakfast alone.
Late in the 16th Century the British began to add hops to
their ale and thus increased the shelf life of the product at
the expense of changing the character of the brew somewhat.
Surprisingly enough, beer hasn’t changed a whole lot
since the 16th Century.
With the mass immigration of Europeans to America
during the 17th and 18th centuries came the beginnings of
American beer.
The British were the first to establish brewing operations in the New World that is, aside from the South American Incas who had already perfected corn beer centuries
before their discovery by the Europeans).

Besides the six
finalists in the
homecoming pageant,
tell other individuals
were nominated for
king and queen by
various fraternities,
soriorites, and
dormitories.
Although they (lid not
make the finals, they
are being recognized
For for their
participation in the
homecoming pageant
activities.

Kim Hartley

(;uy Johnson

Renee Ushigome

Alpha Phi

Moulder Hall

Delta Zeta

Dawn DeBenedetto
Gamma Phi Beta

Paul Schray

Kelly Smith

Sigma No

Chi Omega

Dee Dee Truesdel

Brian Swanson
Chi Omega

Laura Sieverson
Sigma Chi

In the following years such leading citizens as George
Washington, John Adams, Thomas Jefferson. and James
Madison either owned or promoted breweries.
About 1820 German immigrants began flocking to
America en masse. With them, they brought their old world
brewing arts. And wherever they settled in large numbers
they usually established breweries.
The German pilsner or lager beer caught on much better with the American drinking public than did the heavier
British ales and soon took over the American beer market.
Olympia. Schlitz, and AnheuserBusch are among the descendants of these German immigrantfounded pilsner/lager brewing facilities.
There you have it, from beerguzzling Babylonian wizards to that sixer you’ve got cooling in the fridge at home
the history of beer

Juliet Paoli
Zeta Pi Omega
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A complete line of expresso coffee
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The Diamond Store
28 Valley Fair San Jose, CA
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Party’s over
for Sonner

S

"This year, I hope the
continued from page 7
king and queen
queen has been enjoyable, homecoming
used as more than
she wishes she’d made more will be
figureheads and used more
public appearances.
as ambassadors," she said.
enmuch
too
have
"1
It is easy for the homeso
do
to
wanted
1
and
ergy
queen and king to be
much, but there was a lot of coming
student apamiscommunication with the discouraged by
but Sonner said it is esalumni and a lot of my en- thy,
sential they maintain a posiergy was not put to good
tive attitude.
use."
She said the homecomSonner said her main
king and queen must
contribution as queen has ing
also remember they are repbeen to improve this year’s resentatives of the school,
pageant.
when attending an
When she was a home- and
must act in a profesevent,
the
said,
she
coming finalist,
manner.
sional
have
not
did
candidates
Sonner said she is exmuch exposure to the stucited about the selection of
dent body.
homecoming leaders
To cure this, she added new
because a homecoming
a fashion show to the compeand king are importition, and instead of tele- queen
university.
phoning the finalists with tant to the
"It’s not a crucial life
the news, she hosted a redeath matter," she said.
ception to formally an- and
"I think it is the chance for
nounce their names.
to get out in the
She hopes this year’s someone
and create a
homecoming king and queen community
feeling, and there is
will be promote SJSU by positive
other position like that on
going to high schools and re- no
campus."
students.
cruiting

A plea for king..

Unany of the vermin competing with me.
would
like my drooling competitors, who
for
use the throne as just one more gem
with the
their work.
their resume and a chance to score
and
Only a technicality prevented me from
queen. I can look beyond the celebrity
being the Homecoming King at my high recognize the throne for the hotseat of potenschool. The committee threw out my applitial that it is.
cation after it found out I had entered, and
As king. I would end world famine. I
won, under various pseudonyms, the home- would clean the air, stop off-shore drilling.
high
neighboring
SALT
coming crown at three
house the homeless, negotiate a new
schools. My dad appealed, but the U.S. Suthe Soviets, and pass a law rewith
treaty
case.
the
hear
preme Court refused to
quiring all first-born males be named Rae
Since entering SJSU I pledged at every
As Homecoming King I would start a
unsuccessfully
and
once
fraternity at least
kinii.
royal family. because I don’t think a
part
took
I
although
sororities.
monarch:, I
rushed three
a king unless he’s part of a
a
been
have
I
raids.
panty
successful
death.
in two
would retain my crown until my
commuter student. I have lived in the com- whereupon my first born son, Rifka, would
conmunity. I watch Dynasty. Through it all rve
take the throne. He, of course, would
somehow managed to keep my grade point tinue the royal blood line.
conbear
average higher than my blood/alcohol
I eagerly await your decision, and
not elected you will
am
I
it
that
mind,
in
tent.
because I
alive again.
I should be Homecoming King than do never see your houseplants
honor
have a ttreater respect for the
emit inued frorn page 5
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CHINESE RESTAURANT
Mandarin 86 Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch Er, Dinner
Open Daily

131 EJACKSON ST.
294-3303 or 998-9427

With KNTV Sports Director
Food To Go

6 Blocks North of
Santa Clara St.
Between 3rd & 4th
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I hope to God it never finds its way into print.
Playing it cool seemed to be the thing to do. Operating
ith the assumption that I was not going to make it past the
In’st col allowed me some freedom from nerves.
Until. The Interview.

From frog
to king. . .
maybe

4

I started walking from Dwight Bentel Hall. room 208, to
the Associated Students offices at 3:20 in the afternoon. By
3:22 my stomach was upset, my ears ringing, my underarms soaked and my knees weak. I was sure every hidden
zit on my face was going to erupt just for this occasion.
"What’s wrong with you?" I said to myself. "you probably don’t stand a chance, so why worry."

By Mike Holm

I have always considered myself a quintessential wimp.

But worry is my middle name. so I did.
The interviews were running late so I had an opportunity to contemplate escape. Escape, withdrawal, I decided,
is the wimp’s way out. Some guy, who probably ran when his
legs gave him then chance. once said "The coward dies
many times, the valiant taste of death but once," or something like that.

You know the kind; the bookish kid in high school everyone calls brain, the one who never wore t -shirts because his
neck was too long. Braces in his mouth, long hair to cover
his big ears, loose clothes to hide a physique worthy only of a
skeleton.
That was, still is in some ways, me.
When I went to high school, homecoming kings and
queens were the beautiful people. They went to all the right
parties, hung out with the right crowd, dressed well and
were terminally popular.
So what am I doing in the finals for San Jose State’s
homecoming king competition?

Weak-kneed and sweating, I elected to see what death
tastes like.
The interview went quickly despite being surrounded
questioning committee members and the closeness of the air
in the room. Before I knew it, the interview was over.
Flushed with the fresh air of Ninth street and sure I was now
out of the running. I strode regally back to the newsroom.

For starters, I entered.
Getting Started.
Late in the evening of Sept. 11. the members of the
fraternity I joined this fall nominated me to represent them
in the contest. I was more than a little surprised by their
choice. There were at least two other guys in the house I
considered more talented, more interesting, more king-like
than myself.
But I was deeply complimented at being chosen, and I
took the nomination knowing I was going to face conflicts in
doing my job at the Spartan Daily.
My next move was to go to my boss, Mike Betz. and
News Editor Mike McGuire, to ask their opinion. After the
expected ribbing, they said go ahead.

was not tit to print.
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Next stop: The Talent Show.
Theater, especially comedy, has never been my strong
had two days to put together a resume selling Mike suit. It’s never even been my weak suit. My only fitting suit
Holm to a committee made up of one faculty member. two is gray, and I only wear it to funerals.
administrators, one community representative and one student. No vote by the students. ergo no popularity contest.
But I had to work with two homecoming queen candiThat took about three hours.
dates in The Talent Show, and since standing before a crowd
The committee also wanted a photo for identification and typing is not an act for three, or even one, we managed
purposes only. The only one I could get on short notice made to find an amusing scene from a one-act play to do.
me look like one of the lead corpses from Dawn of the Dead.
With two hours practice and a bowl of concrete-laced,
It was a three-by-five of a young man who appeared to be
aging before his time; five-gallon bags under the eyes, pale arguably edible chili in my stomach, my cohorts and I comskin, hair by static electricity and teeth by Overbites Anony- menced acting. The scene was about an actor who forgets
continued on page 19
mous.
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’Wait a minute, things like this
don’t happen to guys like me,
everyone else in ties, my pants
have mud on the cuffs. I made it?’

18. to
1. By
derden

. . .Mihe Holm

Ipba-

continued from page 18
his lines. Yea, I know, lots of yuks.
Again the thing was over with mercy’s
speed, and my good state of mind returned
when the chili exited.

irtuded.
1 his
dies

Three days. then The Big Announcement.
The Big Announcement was to occur,
did occur, at 5 p.m. on Sept. 30. A reception
had been set up for the 16 candidates and
administration types at which the six finalists. three men and three women, would
be announced.

Me-

ath
d by
eair
iver.
now

ruing
, suit

indimwd
aged
aced.
(’urn ’gets

:e 19

01.

eryone comfortable.
Finally, Debbie placed herself between
the two tables of eats and began reading
names. First the queen finalists; Beverly
Davis. clap, clap, clap. . . Lisa Ann Cole,
clap.clap, clap . . . Lisa Johnson, clap, clap,
clap.
It was easy to read disappointment on
some of the other faces in the room.
The king finalists; Scott Dempster,
clap, clap, clap. . . Jim Sheehan, clap clap.
clap my heart is pounding, hands awash.
shoes feel too tight, a hundred visions of
failure or success run through my head
MIKE HOLM, clap, clap, clap.
Without thinking, I got up and walked
across the room. Stephanie pinned a flower
on me. a flash unit popped, sounds of people
clapping. Wait a minute, things like this
don’t happen to guys like me, everyone else
is in ties, my pants have mud on the cuffs. I
made it?
The room emptied quickly.
The following Monday, all of us had another interview, one at a time of course.
I didn’t tell the committee how surprised I was to be there.

There was lots of food, but little eating;
lots of people, but little talk; lots of room to
move around, but most all of the candidates
sal quietly in the chairs around the room’s
edge.
Everyone just wanted to hear the news,
goodor bad.
I felt like a beggar visiting the pope’s
court.
The king candidates were dressed in
ties, the would-be queens in dresses and nice
slacks, but I have a knack for picking the
wrong clothes, and showed up in a turtleneck shirt and dirty, gray raincoat. So
The Fashion Show.
much for style.
We the six of us
Stephanie Duer and Debbie Sonner, the
organizers, tried as they might to make ev- fashion show.

were to be in a

"Okay," I thought, "but I model Speedo
bathing suits for nobody."
Turns out we were to be the beneficiaries of the bookstore’s largesse.
At noon on Wednesday the six of us got
to raid the racks of Spartan wear for two
outfits apiece. What we modeled we got to
keep.
Half of us wanted the same items, a nono we were informed, so deals were cut. I
got a white jacket poverty had kept me from
buying before, a pair of expensive shorts, a
spirit -prone tearaway football jersey and a
baseball cap.
Originally they wanted me to wear a
stocking cap with a too-cute fuzzball on top,
but I managed to trade my way out of that
one.
Two days later, Friday, came the show.
Perhaps 60 people were in the amphitheater
for the show. Scott Dempster brought a Joe
Jackson tape for background music, Lisa
Cole had a tiny stereo and I had a volleyball.
We were all nervous, but decided to ham
it up as an antidote. It worked, kind of. and
the show only lasted about 20 minutes. I was
glad the volleyball didn’t get away from me
as I walked toward the crowd. I also wondered whether my shorts had crept up as I
tried to show them off.
Everyone seemed to look okay, I

thought, but me. The other five were probably having the same thought. Another
stress -endurance test overcome
The Rally.
Monday, the first day of homecoming
week, all of us had to appear before the assembled masses at the amphitheater again.
This time it was easy.
All we had to do was wear the dark -blue,
Budweiser-on-front, "Home Coming SJSU
’83" -on-back, t -shirts we’d been given, and
be introduced. No speeches, no acting, no
modeling, no sweat.
Wrong. I was nervous, but just a little.
Maybe I’m getting used to this gig.
Win or lose. I’ll still have big ears, buck
teeth, messy hair and few muscles. My taste
in clothes probably won’t change, nor my
bookish ways.
I will still have to study, still show up for
work in the morning, still make my bed,
wash my ownslothes and change the oil in
my car.
I’m still not altogether sure I know exactly what a homecoming king does, and I
expect to be nervous as hell come this afternoon’s rally where the winners will be
named. But the whole thing has been fun, in
a perverse sort of way at times.
It doesn’t change your life,it just shoots
a little electricity down your pants.

"Welcome To Miller Time"
This
Homecoming
Don’t waste your time. . .

ENJOY IT!
Bring your friends together
and

"Make It Miller Time"
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WATCH WHATEVER
TURNS YOU ON
WHENEVER YOU
TURN IT ON.

Clash vs

0
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Spartan defensive

end To

0

Sparta
By Pat Sangimino

The Spartan defense has
just about everybody this sea
the Cal Stale Fullerton Titans
Going into the game H
ranked fourth nationally in
SJSU had limited its oppone
yards per game on the groun
Titans 20-11 victory Saturda
21.318 fans at Spartan Stadit
line dominated the contest a
for 164 yards.
Fullerton. now 5-1 and 4
Association action.
At

Men’s (
If you’re like most people, you watch a
lot of TV programs you don’t want to see.
Simply because when you’re ready to
watch TV, you have no other choice.
That’s why you should be watching
cable. lbday cable television offers a
choice of programming so vast, you can
turn on the set any time of day or night
and see something you want to see.
Just a simple cable hook-up dramatically increases your choice of programs.
And once you’re hooked up, you can add
commercial-free premium channels for a
very modest price.
PAY-CHANNELS WORTH EVERY
PENNY YOU PAY.
If you love movies, the first premium

channel you’ll want is The Movie
Channel. It’s the only one that gives you
great movies-uncut and uninterrupted
24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
But just because The Movie Channel
never takes a break from great movies
doesn’t mean you won’t want to take one.
That’s why it’s smart to have HBO in
your cable line-up. It offers you concerts
and big sporting events in addition to
movies. With Showtime you’ll even get to
see variety specials and Broadway. And if
vintage movies and foreign films intrigue
you, make sure you add Cinemax.
THE PLEASURE OF HAVING
MORE THAN ONE.
With several pay channels included

in your cable line-up, you’ll not only maximize your program choices, you’ll also
gain maximum flexibility over your
entire viewing schedule. You can watch
movies whenever you want; news whenever you want; sports whenever you want.
You can watch virtually whatever you
want, whenever you want.
So have your local operator connect
you to cable. Then whenever you’re ready
for a terrific TV program, your TV will
have one ready for you.

Eric Hermstad
The 51en’s Center held the I
hol awareness forum series ii
Wednesday night in the Guada
Union.
With a turnout of 12 people
Grand Exalted Poobah" of the
appointed that there weren’t t
World Series and midterms." h
Were covering real issu
dents." Spargo said. "We’re at
a good time’.
Speakers for the event wer
Alex Downy. who discussed
Ruppert. "Most Grand Exal
Men’s Center, who spoke on al(
Spare’ said the next forun
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MORE CHOICE FOR BETTER TELEVISION.
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King a
during
Dernpst
By Dean Kahl
It made Jack Elway ju
made seven fraternities at
also crowned a king and clue
’It’ was Friday’s Rom
theater. And it was part of

